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CINCHO.-QUININE.
IIO-QUININE holds ALL the important constituents of Peruvian Bark in their alkaloid condition. It contains ne

18 0e *lphate of cinchonine or sulphate of quinine, but cinchonine, quinine, quinidine, etc., without acid combinations. It
n'early four years since it was placed in the hands of physicians for trial, and the verdict in its favor is decisive.

th T cut below gives the size of tbe one ounce phial, and tho forrn o! putting Up.

e pr.eent prirr of nulp1ate of I bave used Cincho-Quinine in eight

>ie n ii sold at ibnnit nue-half the or ten cases, and have reason to think
hoof that agent, and with the testi- well of the resui. 1 give it as I do
antifered thtithascqual tonic and thesulphateidgrains in fnve gose
Obje.pteriodic effects, and that it is less uigtenersioad5ris

astiOnable, there seems to be no good one or two hours before a paroxysm is

%l1Qp aby it should not be universally due, and continue to give 5 grains once
Yed by the profession. a-week for three weeks. I shah con-

b ý. Pý !$M-N5 of .hete1o4 ý1 tinue to use it, and wish you tu sendkd.r. 'j.,A. PERKiNs, of Chestertown %1 '

i f'llder date of Feb. 10, 1872, writes
S.-Oîo 5u yupr-iNG, M.D., Waplpiag FaI18, New York.paar O0 s :-"I bave used your pre-fil Aî

t sn Of incho-Quinine during the After furtber continued trial of the
, enamer in a malarious district

t4 it entirely reliable aq a substi-tut ýt ils a most excellent remedy, The
oeor the suiphate of quinine. It ibsence of cinchonisin in its use, ifs
%4 c 088s unpleasant effects on the
ato d is uch better borne by the *omparativelypleasanttasteitceap-

htu4 ,eh in tuc hetrbrel h es, witb its fully equal taule and an-

ae eh Ithe cases of children, I 'ch.4ls nulu te c ae ofciraen .1-periodie qualities., make it an article
e fOr'd it to be a very desirable which must soon be indispensable in

i oo ce llst of remedies of every intelligent
til . asant taste. I use it satisfacto- n

Ph..,,cases as a substitute for the Ï)ndianapoig, Iad.

thaeUsed one and a-half ounces I bave been using the Cincbo-Qui-
6ry, 6incho-Quinine, and I think nine in my practice in intermittents

of i, effeets.b Tn i d remittAnts, and I think welI of itstorabY of its effects. In al c i eý
en ermittent fever (the patient fron believe it to be quite equal Lu the
ell e886e), I found it to operate aQ iulpbate, witb aIl the advantages

iniand as promptly as sulphate which you aim for t.-J. C. Ros,
8Y , 'litho,)ut any unpleasant headereE 0!"@. in no case have I discov-%]enRiy unu ae ae iso I have used an ounce of Cincho-
te .npleasant cerebral disturb- Quinine in some obstinate cases of

tais often found in the use of intermittent neuralgia and ague, and
pull ne-- M. ALnaICH, M.D.,Qline J M rnac D-,R 5 2  amn happy to state that it bas thus far

i ~h.. 0.
8
.ued everl oncesof m .ustained lu foul the anticipation raised

.ed several ouces of Cin- hy wat you ave claied for it. Dr.
US.. trfhinine with the most complete '111 S. C e tf this city, bas an exten-

n e .î prefer it to the sulphate of E THE SAXE sive general practice, and he informed
nt h." intermittents, especially. 4WIthliiiermLt t esec l 1 ±IyÉ5-,..gh, I rue a few days ago tbat tbe Cincho.

I. t re I can strongly recom- r Quinine was givinz satisfaction.-J.,

ato profession generally.- s r aes Rchls Il. BFnc, Coldwater, Mich.
M.D., Perry, Iowra. sr uJmsRNM.D. Pery oi ~ 1tnrnr~CnjWe can, now sipply SUGAR-COAT-

iîaei Cincho-Quinine which I have 7 zV ED CINCHO-QUININE PILLS of
fut S e entire satisfaction. It has (0 -. three sizes, uamely, 1 grain, 2 grains,

ito avantages which you claii and 3 grains, in such quantities as are%p ,a and doubtless it will in time wauted. They are placed in vials
e1 

5  
the use of sulphate of qui-etit 1, i,îYýÂMtTE holding 100 oach. Tbe price ils about

-f-rey--SAMIUEL W. CooNs9, M.lChe one-baf that of Quinine Pilla. Dcue
oAce. the same.

BILLINGS, CLAPP & CO. (Successors to James R. Nihols & Co.>
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTs, BOSTON, MASS.

OLCP f Âeids, (Jhtoroforsse, Biler, PrsuptraUtot&4 of Gold, Silvor, lisn, Zlsw Lsait, iron, BLassaua, gsg
Pure ChOIacav s ueed dn Mndhouni or n irgh.
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MOLLER'S
FUEST NOfWEZGAN 0-..IVER Ot.

DE BEscHiE, Physician in ordinary to H. M. the King of Sweden and Norway, says: "Il
the very best ever prepared for msedicinal purposes."

ABBors SMITu, M.D., M.R.C.P., North London Consumption Hospital, says: "It is rno
easily assimilated and is productive of more imniediate benefit than the other kinds
oil arc."

Da. RUDDOCKS, M.D., L.R.C.P., M.R.C.S., says: " We are glad to be able to give our e
phatic recominendation to so pure a preparation."

J. MARION SIMs, M. D., New York, says: " I have prescribed it almnost daily, and have e's
reason to b. perfectly satisfied with it.''

Da. L. A. SAYRE, New York, says: " Moller,1 of Christiania prepares an Oil which isP
fectly pure, and in every respect all that can be wished."

N. B. SANDs, M.D., New York, says: " It is remarkably free from impurities

W. H. Schieffelin & Co., NEW YORK.
Sole Agents for United States and Canada.

MICROSCOPES.
JAMES W. QUEEN & CO.,

924 Chestnut-St., 601 Broadway,
PRILADELPHIA. NEW YORK.

_KEEP constantly in stocer, the most complete assortment of MICROSCOPES and ACCESSORIES to be found inhouse in the WORLD. In addition to their own Manufactures, they have always on hand Stands and Objectifby Powell & Lealand, Ross, Crouch, Hartnach, Nachett, etc., etc. ; and being the exclusive Agent8, for the United Stats'Of MESsRs. R. & J. BECK of London, keep in stock all the productions of these most eminent manufacturers. Also, of
10,000 P E PA R E-D O J-]DT S

IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF THE SCTENCES

An illustrated and priced catalogue, of 118 pages, will be mailed to any address on receipt of Ten Cents.
Address as above.

FI ST PRIZE FOI ARTIFIGIAL LIEB
AND

SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
APPARATUS of every description made to order, for Paralysis,

joint Disease, Weak Ank es, Club Feet, &c.
JAMES AUTHORS,

16 King Street East, ToroDto•

• TORONTO, Sept. 17, 1874.
I have much pleasure in being able to testify to the skill, ingenuitY, a'

excellence of workmanship shown in Mr. Authors' surgical appliances. They will bear comparison with those nune
tured in any part of the world.

JAMES H. RICHARDSON, M.D., University of Toronto, M.R.C.S. England'
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WILLING & WILLIAMSON'S LIST.

LPISHMAN.-A Systen of Midwifery, inciuding the Diseases of Pregnancy and the Puerperal
State. By William Leishman, M.D.; Regius Professor of Midwifery in the University of
Glasgow; Fellow and late Vice-President of the Obstetrical Society of London, etc., etc.
With one hundred and eighty-two illustraLions. Cloth, $5; leather, $6.

TAYLOR.-A Manual of Medical Jurisprudence. By Alfred Swaino Taylor, M.D.; F.R.S.
Fellow of the Royal Colloge of Physicians, and Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and
Chemistry in Guy's Hospital. 7th Amorican edition, edited by John J. Reese, M.D., etc.
With illustrations. Cloth, $5; leather, $6.

JARNES.-A Clinical History of the Medical and Surgical Diseases of Women. By Robert
BArnes, M.D., Lond.; Fellow and Lumleian Lecturer (1873) Royal College of Physicians;
Examiner in Obstetrics and the Diseases of Women at the University of London and the
Royal College of Surgeons; Obstetric Physician and Lecturer on Obstetrics and the Dis-
eases of Women to St. Thomas's Hospital. With one hundred and sixty-nine illustrations.
Cloth, $5; leather, $6.

BRYANT.-The Practice of Surgery. By Thomas Bryant, F.R.C.S.; Surgeon to Guy's Hospital.
With five hundred and seven illustrations. Cloth, $6.25; leather, $7.25.

0O.--Skin Diseases: their Description, Pathology, Diagnosis and Treatment. By Tilbury
Fox., M.D., Lond.; Fellow of the Royal College of Physicians; Physician to the Depart-
ment for Skin Diseases in Univ. Coll. Hospital, etc. 2nd American from the 3rd London
edition. With a Cutaneous Pharmacopia, a Glossarial Index and sixty-seven additional
illustrations. Cloth, $5.

aAKER.-The Puerperal Diseases. Clinical Lectures delivered at Bellevue Hospital. By For-
'dyce Baker, M.D.; Clinical Professor of Midwifery and the Diseases of Women in the
Bellevue Hospital Medical College; Obstetric Phy.,ician to Bellevue Hospital, etc., etc.
Cloth, $5.

8ttLLWAG.-Treatise on the Diseases of the Eyo, including the Anatomy of the Organ. By
Dr. Carl Stellwag, Professor of Ophthalmology in the Imperial Royal University of Vienna.
Translated from the 4th German edition, and edited by D. B. St. John Roosa, M.D.;
Charles S. Bull, M.D., and Charles E. Hackley, M..D. 4th Revised and Enlarged edition,
illustrated by Wood Engravings and Chromo-Lithographs. Cloth, $7.

NGLISON.-Medical Lexicon. A Dictionary of Medical Science. By Robley Danglison,
M.D., LL.D., late Professor of Institutes of Medicine and Medical Jurisprudence in the
Jefferson Medical College of Philadelphia. A new edition, enlarged and thoroughly
revised by Robert J. Dunglison, M.D. Cloth, $6.50; leather, 87.50.

DDLE.-Materia Medica for the use of Students. By John B. Biddle, M.D.; Professor oj
Materia Medica and General Therapeuties in the Jefferson Medical College, etc., etc. 5th
edition, revised and enlarged, with illustrations. $4.

SON.-Lectures on the Principles and Practice of Physic. Delivered at King's College,
London, by Thomas Watson, M.D., etc., etc. A new American, from the 5th and enlarged
English edition, with additions, and numerous illustrations, by Henry Hartshorne, M.D.,
etc. 2 vols.; cloth, $9; leather, $11.

Memorials of the Life of James Syme, Professor of Clinical Surgery in the University of
Edinburgh, etc. By Robert Patterson, M.D.; Vice-President of the Royal College of
Physicians, Edinburgh, etc. etc. With portraits and illustrations. $2.25.

A liberal discount allowed on cash purchases. Books sent postage free on receipt of adver-
tized price.

WILLING &. WILLIAMSONI
(Late Adam, Stevenson, & Co.,)

12 KI-ITC- STREET .A.ST c:
TO n ON T O.
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FOUGERA'S COMPOTJND IODINISED
COD LIVER OIL.

THIS preparation bas been in general use for the past twelve years, during which time it bas steadily gained in favor
with physicians, who have tested it and are aware of its prompt action. The immeasurable therapeutie superiority

of this oil ouer all other kinds of Cod Liver Oils sold in Europe or in this market, is due to the addition of IODINE,
BROMINE and PIIOSPHORUS.

Each quart contains, in addition to the medicinal constituents of the pure oil, 16 grains of lodine, 2 grains of Bromine,
and 2 grains of Phosphorus, which render it therapeutically five times stronger than the richest Cod Liver Oil.

Judging from the experience of the past, we may justly claim that, in a majority of the cases in which Cod Liver
Oil is prescribed, the COMPOUND IODINISED COD LIVER OIL will be found vastly superior in efficacy to the pure
Oil, and that physicians will obtain the desired result in a much shorter time by the increased curative action of this oil,
while in many cases they will obtain favorable results, where the pure oi would fail entirely.

We add a few extracts from the flattering notices received from the editors of the Medical Press of the United States

From the ST. LOUIS MEDICAL REPORTER.
April 1, 1867.

"We have personally used Mr. Fougera's Compound Iodinised Cod Liver Oil, and can, from experience, pronounce it
one of the best articles of the kind now in use."

From the DETROIT REVIEW OF MED. AND PHARM.
April, 1867,

"We can speak most sincerely in approval of the elegant appearance and purity of Mr. Fougera's Compound Iodinised
Cod Liver Oil. Its increased medicinal power will commend it to all who are in need of such a remedy."

From the N. Y. MEDICAL GAZETTE.
March 21, 1868.

"The advantages claimed for Mr. E. Fougera's Cod Liver Oil are, that by reason of the addition of Iodine, Bromine
and Phosphorus, it is iore efficacious, and at the same time the stomach need not be disordered by an excessive amount
of oil administered. 'This Oil was given to abput eighty patients, in the out-door department of Bellevue Hospital, abou
thirty of who.n were children, the remainder belonging chiefly to the department of chest diseases. The opinion of the
physicians using it is nearly unanimous to this effect: that the Oil is of a decided medicinal value ; that, compared with
ordinary Cod Liver Oil, it appears to take effect more rapidly."

From the CINCINNATI LANCET AND OBSERVER.
July, 1868.

" We have used Fougera's Cod Liver Oil in the Dispensary of the Miami Medical College and in private practice,
with great satisfaction. The addition which Mr. Fougera makes of lodine, Bromine, &c., evidently increases the efficacy
cf the original oit."

From the RICHMOND AND LOUISVILLE MED. JOURNAL.
August, 1868.

"Both in this State and in Virginia, private practitioners bave been questioned, in regard to their experience with
this prepa- ation, and the testimony bas, without exception, been extrerÀely favorable. The general belief is, that the Oil
la equal t( any that is ma ,e, and that the blending, pharmaceutically, Iodine, Bromine and Phosphorus with it, produces
more sati ifactory results, than where good oil and some preparations of iodine are given separately."

From the CANADA MEDICAL JOURNAL.
November, 1868.

" Haring made use of Fougera's Cod Lives Oil in several cases, it Las i alpressed us as being of really good therapeuti-
cal value, being n uch more speedy in its action than the ordinary Cod LIver Oil. It seems applicable to all csase where
Cod Liver Oil is demanded; but, in our experience, it is of essential benefit in cases of spinal disease and rickets."

E. FOUGERA & Co., Pharmacists, New York.

J. H. STEWARD'S £3 3 0

c.icational Achromatic Microscope.
HE Stand is firmly constructed, has coarse and fine adjustments, and sliding ob-
ject holder to the Stage. A set of

ENGLSH3OJiECT G~-LASES,*
(J. H.-STEWARD'S OWN MAKE)

Dividing and forming 3 powers, 1 inch, j inch and 4 inch. Highest magnifying
power, 300 DIAMETERS. A Live Cage. Pair of Adjusting Stage Forceps. Pair
of Brass Forceps, and 3 plain glass slides, the whole fitting into a Mahogany Cabinet

with drawer. A valuable little work, entitled

Hji 1-ALF HO>QURF.S WITHI T-JE MICROSCOPE,
BY DR. LANKESTER IS ALSO INCLUDED.

Catalogues to be had gratis, and sample Instrument seen at the LANCET office, To•
ronto, or to be obtained direct from

J. H. STEWARD, 406 & 66 Strand, 54 Cornhill& 63 St. Paul's Churchyard London, Eng
TERMS CASH-to acconpany all orders.

OPTICIAN TO THE BRITISH & FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS.
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PNEUMATIC ASPIRATION,
After the Manner of Dieulafoy.

"It it always possible oving to Aspiration, to search for a fluid coll etion without any danger, whatever may be its seat or ils nature."
" I have thrust these Needies iuîto alrnost every part o! the body, into the Joints, .he Liver, the Spleen, the Bladder, the Intestines, the

Lungs and the Meninges and I can afftrm, and a great numober or observers ai rm withi me, that we have never seen cor.secutive accidents."-

Dieula/y on PnCu»itic Aspir-atiù;. }, P2. 21, 24.

E invite the attention of the Medical Profession to this New Apparatus for Aspiration, constructed upon the general

plan of Potain's modification of Dieulafoy's Aspirator, but containing the following improvements and inventions

of our own:-
Fio. 68.

lst. Means of changing the purnp froID
an exhau4t to a fore*-Vumip, and vice vuersa,
t leru by enabling the operator not only to
withd(raw an abnorinal fid, but tu in-
jeet th. cavity thmnugh the tubes and

needpa rt the auparatus wuth one adapted
nto ixuduce healthy acion.- S Dieuafoy

la!rtî,~5276, 278.

2nd. The enployment r our apt tou
No. 1, if a metal Srew Cap, tn the
neck of the receiver suppled wth this
aparatus so securely that it cannot be
forced fhrom is place by ondense d air
while injectlng, or aacidentally removed
whlle the receiver ls in a state of vacuuim
for aspiration.

PUs Flo. 69. The Stopper and 3rd. The substitution, for the ordinary
Cocks supplied with AI- oilel silk valves of other apparatuses, of
paratus No. 2. a kind indestructible buth in forat and

material.
4th. A simple and comparatvely inex-
rpensive attachment for evacuatig the

4VM5 A4 N 5RTLsFl contents o! ohe stomaah, pq a, if fot

superior, to any in use hitherto.

Comnenda ions bestowed upon our Aspirators, by ph ysicians familiar with the latest European and American ones, lead us to believe that,
il some important particulars at least, they are superior to any.

In his work on Pneunatie Aspirations, Uiut. .Lows the harmlessness of the Aspiratory Puncture and its great superiority t the Ex-
Ploring Trocar as a means of accurate diagnosis in all collections of Pathological Fluids. It has been used with un-precedented success a
Retention of Urine, Reduction of Strangulated Hernia, in Ascites, Ilydrothorax, Empyema, Pneumothorax, Effusions into the Pericardium

Setous, Purulent and Hematie Effusions of the Knce, Hydroccle, Hydatid Cysts, Abscesses of the Liver, and in various other Pathologia

Lesions.
PRICES OF APPARATUS.

No 1. Air Pump-exhaust or condensing as described: 16 No. 3. Dieulafoy's Notched Aspirator, Nickel-plated,
oz. receiver, of strong glass, with screw cap; three steel, witb two Needles, tubes, ac., in case.. ............. 14 00
gold-plated Aspiratory Needles, together with the necessary No. 4. Stom ch Attachment, as described, adapted to pump

tubes, stop-cocks, &c., as shown in Fig. 68, fitted in a neat accompanying Nos. 1 and 2, additional.. .. .8............. O

case, accompanied with printed directions .................. . $18 00 The foregaing are the p, oduct of our own factory, and are

No. 2. The same, without receiver and with rubber stopper 7 warranted zu every respect.
(See Fig. 69) to fit almost any bottle of quart capacity, or Also, Dieulafoy on Pneumatic Aspiration, post-paid,by
les, instead of screw-cap arrangeient, also with printed al, on receipt of.. . .... .................... .... 40
directions ....................................... 16 00 à FuIl description on app>lication.

CODMAN & SHURTLEFF,
Makers of Surgical Instruments, 13 and 15 Tremont Street, BOSTON.

N.B.--See our other advertisement in alternate numners of this journal.

Mrs. Pearson's Abdominal Supporter.
PATENTED OCTOBER, 1870.

THE attention of the Medical profession is called to the great benefit that has been derived by those who have found it

necessary to use the Abdominal Supporter. Its great use bas been to those who are suffering from partial Prociden-

tia Uteri, Ante, or Retroversion of the Uterus, and in Leucorrhoa, depending on those defects : by ;emoving the cause,

it quickly cures the discharges. It is also of marked service to persons suffering from a lax, or pendulous state of the

abdominal walls, and during pregnancy, it furnishes the much needed support to the Abdomen. A perineal pad can

also be attached to the Supporter when required.
The following gentlemen, having tested its value in their practice, kindly allow reference to them as to its excellence

and efficiency :-
E. M. Hodder, M.D., F.R.C.S. E.; Toronto. D. McIntosh, M.D., Edin. ; Hamilton.
N. Bethune, M.D., F.R.C.S., Ed.; Toronto. Edwin Henwood, M.D., Hamilton.
Augustus Jukes, M.B., St. Catharines. Uzziel Ogden, M.D., Toronto.
Dr. Rowand (M.D., Edin.) ; Quebec. H. H. Wright, M.D., Toronto.
W. W. Ogden, M.B., Toronto. Dr. G. L. Mackelcan, Hamilton.
J. Mackelcan, M.R.C.S. E. ; Hamilton. Dr. McDonald, Hamilton.
Dr. Henry J. Ridley, Hamilton. Edwin Goodman, M.B., St. Cathaines.

. Laveil, M.D., Kingston. J. Fulton, M.D., M.R.C.S. E. ; Toronto.
W. H. Blackstock, M.D., Hillsdale. M. Hillary, M.R.C.S. Irel'd,, Toronto.

PaRIc, from $7 to $10. Please send measurement around largest part of the hipa.
MRS J. E. PEARSON, Box 770, or 132 Adelaide St. West, Toronto.
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LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL,
BROOKLYN, N. Y.

SESSION OF 1874-5.
The Collegiate Year in this institution embraces a READING and ECITATION TERM, and a REGULAR TEKS'

or LECTURES.

The READiNG a d p EcoITATION TEx wiI commence October 1, 1874, and close at the .mmencement of the Regular Term.
The REGULAR TERX will Open March 2d, 1875, and cluse the last week in June following.
The LoNe ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL was the first, in this country, to unite a Hospital and a Medical School, for the purpose O

securing more thnrowgh demonstrative teaching. The Hospital is under the immediate control of the Regents and 'ouncil of the College.
and therefore fully available for all pm-poses Of practical inatruction.

0
vr twelve thousand patients are treated annually In this institution- -hence the clinica' mater'al i- ample. Advanced students haVe

free access to the Wards of the Hospital. The practical departmerts are th-refore largely tanght at the bedside.
For circulars, address-

SAMUEL G. ARMOR, M.D.,
Dean of Faculty.

OTTO & REYNDERS,
64 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORK,

Manufacturers and Importers of

SURGIUAL AND ORTHOPRDICAL INSTRUMENTS.

E VERY apparatus for Local Anoesthesia and for Atomization of Liquids,
Laryngoscopes, Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Syringes,

Splints for Hip-Joint Disease, Skeletons, Trusses, Elastic Stockings, Lami-
naria Digitata, Uterine Tents, Axill, Thermometers. Biegel's Inhaler and
Powder, etc.

The latest improvements and new inventions on hand and received
constantly from our agents in Eurrope

A GOOD OPENING FOR A MEDICAL DR. MARTIN'S COW-POX VIRUSMAN.
F O R S A. L E. Absolutely Pure Non-Humanized Vaccine Virus

A LARGE, commodious FRAME HOUSE and Ver- Obtained by the method of
anda, convenient Surgery, good Stabling, and half

an acre of ground. The surrounding country is the best.
The proposed Hamilton and Collingwood Railway passes
through the village. Subscriber leaving to enter the drug
business. For particulars, apply to

THOMAS KIERNAN, M.D.,
Creemore, Co. Simcoe, Ont.

IBURRINGTON'S
(DR. WADSWORTH'S)

UTERINE ELEVATOR.
H IE most simple and practical of any Stem Pessary ever

invented; made of ndia Rubber, without lead, unirri
tating, Of easy application, and unfailingly keeps the womb
in its natural position. The first-class physicians in Provi-
dence, and eminent practitioners in almost every State, highly
recommend it. A pamphlet describing it, and testimonials of
distinguished Physicians, also Price List, sent on application.

H. H. BURRINGTON,
Sole Proprietor, Providence, R. I.

Also for sale by dealers in Surgical Instruments generally.

TRUE ANIMAL VACCINATION,
Instituted by Prof. Depaul of Paris, in April, 1866, from the
famous case of Spontaneous Cow-Pox at Beaugency, il,
France, and inaugurated in America in September, 1870, by
Dr. Henry A. Martin, with virus and autograph instructions
from the hand of Prof. Depaul. Our establishment is by far
the largest and most perfect in the world.

LARGE IVORY "LANCET" POINTS, PACKAGES OF
10....................................$2.00.

PRIMARY CRUSTS (SCABS), MOST CAREFULLY
SELECTED......................$5.00.

All Virus is fully warranted efficient. It will be packed
to go with perfect safety by mail. Full directions for Use
accompany each package. Remittances muas accompaO7
order. Safe delivery of Virus insured.

DR. HENRY A. MARTIN & SON,
Boston Highlands, MaSsk
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PATENT UNION

GEORGE TIEMANN & CO.,
F. A. STOHLMANN. ESTABLIHRED 1826. ED. PFARRE

67 CHATHAM STREET, NEW YORX,

MANUFACTURERS AND IMPORTERS OP

SURGIOAL INSTRUMENTS,
Apparatus for Fractures, Dislocations and DeformWtles,

Latest Instruments for Local Anosthesia, and for Applica-

tions to the Larynx, Posterior Nares, Eustachian Tube,

Uterus, Urethra, Bladder, &c., &c. Laryngoscopes,

Ophthalmoscopes, Endoscopes, Hypodermic Sy-

ringes, Fever Thermometers, &c. Surgical

Instruments of all kinds made to order,

and the Latest Improvements and

Novelties promptly supplied.

TWO SILVEIR MEDALS AWARDED

rB TE

PARIS EXPOSITION OF 1867,
BEING THE ONLY SILVER MEDALS GRANTED TO

r American Exhibitors of Surgical Instruments.

A SPLENDID FIELD OPERATING
CASE

FOIR SALE, CHIEAP.

SECOND-HAND United States Army Operating

Case for sale cheap, by addressing the "LANCET
Office," Toronto.

It contains a fuil Amputating set, Trephining instruments,
A RTIFICIA.L LIIBS Elevator, Trocar and Canula for tapping the bladder, Bul-

Al RT L S let Forceps, Bone-cutting Forceps, Œsophageal Forceps,
. 8 1865, and June 2,136o.) Hey's Saw, Polypus Forceps, Metacarpal Saw, Aneurism

(Pat. Aug. Needle, Bistouries, Scalpels, Sounds of different sizes, Ca-
theters, etc., etc. All in good order, warranted. The Case

manufactured by the only Patentee and when new is worth $75 ; will be sold for $40 cash.
Manufacturer in America (and perhaps the world)

Who wears a full length artificial leg, and they are acknow-
ledged by all who have tried the various kinds, before pur-
ch4ing one of them, to be the very best in use. MICROSCOPY.

.eý Illustrated pamphlets, giving a view and full des-
cription of the LIMBS: also containing testimonials• from
those who have previously tried the various kinds, sent free
by applying to A RTHUR JUKES JOHNSON, M.B.. M.R.C.S., Eng., Fellow

JAMES A. FOSTER, Royal Microscopical Society of London, Lecturer on Microoopy,

72 Griswoid, cor. Larned-st, Detroit, Mich.' Trinity College, Toronto. Microscopical examinations of Diseases and
Excreta of the body; also, of T.>xicological conditions in connexion

10 13 Chestnut-st., 60 West 4th nt., with Jurisprudence. Histological demonstrations to private pupils.

Philadelphia, Pa. Cincinnati, Ohio. Yorkville, Toronto.
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CALVIN ELLIS, M.D., Prof. of Clinical Medicine, Dean.
JOHN B. S. JACKSON,.M.D., Prof. of Pathol. Anatomy.
OLIVER W. HOLMES, M.D., Professor of Anatomy.
HENRY J. BIGELOW, M.D., Professor of Surgery.
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CHARLES E. BUCKINGHAM, M.D., Professor of Obstetrics'

and Medical Jurisprudence.
FRANCIS MINOT, M.D., Hersey Professor of the Theoryi

and Practice of Medicine.
JOHN P. REYNOLDS, M.D., Instructor in Obstetrics.
HENRY W. WILLIAMS, M.D., Prof. of Opbtbalmology.
DAVID W. CHEEVER, M.D., Adjunct Prof. Clin. Surgery.
JAMES C. WHITE, M.D., Professor of Dermatology.
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nnouncement, 1874-75.

MEDICINE:

ROBERT T. EDES, M.D., Assistant Prof. of Materia Medio
HENRY P. BOWDITCH, M.D., Assis't. Prof. of PhysiolO5*
GEORGE H. F. MARKOE, Instructor in Materia Medica.
CHARLES B. PORTER, M.D., Demonstrator of AnatOOP

and Instructor in Surgery.
FREDERIC I. KNIGHT, M D., Instructor in Percussio

Auscultation and Lgryngoscopy.
J. COLLINS WARREN, M.., Instructor in Surgery.
REGINALD H. FITZ, M.D., Assistant Professor of Pathobr

gical Anatomv.
THOMAS DWIGHT, Ja., M.D., Instructor in Histology.
ED WARD S. WOOD, M.D., Assistant Professor of Chemistr
HENRY H. A. BEACH, M.D., Assistant Demonstratot

Anatomy.

rers :
FRANCIS B. GREENOUGH, M.D., and EDWARD WIGGLESWOR1TH, JR., M.D., on Syphilis.
J. ORNE GREEN, M.D., and CLARENCE J. BLAKE, M.D., on Otology.
JAMES R. CHADWICK, M.D., on Diseases of Women. CHARLES P. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of Children.JAMES J. PUTNAM, M.D., on Diseases of the Nervous System.

HE plan of Study was radically changed in 1871. Instruction is now given by lectures, recitations, clinical teachillkand practical exercises, distributed throughout the academic year. This year begins October lst, 1874, and ends 0the last Wednesday in June, 1875; it is divided into two equal terms, with a recess of one week between them. Eithi1;of these two terms is more than equivalent to the former " Winter Session," as regards the amount and character ofinstruction. The course of instruction bas been greatly enlarged, so as to extend over three years, and has beenarranged as to carry the student progressively and systematically from one subject to another in a just and natural ordoIn the subjecta of anatomy, histology, chemistry, and pathological anatomy, laboratory work is largely substituted for,added to, the usual methods of instruction.
Instead of the customary hasty oral examination for the degrea of Doctor of Medicine, held at the end of the tbr

years' period of study, a series of examinations on all the main subjects of medical instruction has been distribilthrough the whole three years; and every candidate for the degree must pass a satisfactury examinatiun in ever onithe principal departments of medical instruction during his period of study.

DIVISION OF STUDIES.
For the First Year-Anatomy, Physiology and General Chemistry.
For the Second Year-Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, Pathological Anatomy, Theory and Practice of Medicîg*Clinical Medicine, Surgery and Clinical Surgery.
For the Third Year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory and Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine, Surgery

Clinical Surgery.
Students are divided into three classes, according to their time of study and proficiency. Students wbo began tiiVprofessional studies elsewhere, may be admitted to advanced standing ; but all persons who apply for admission tOsecond or third year's class, must pass an examination in the branches already pursued by the class to which they 8admission. Examinations are held in the following order:-
At the end of the first year-Anatomy, Physiology and general Chemistry.

" "t secondyear--Medical Chemistry, Materia Medica, and Pathological Anatomy.
" "9 third year-Therapeutics, Obstetrics, Theory dnd Practice of Medicine, Clinical Medicine,Surgery.

Examinations are also held before the opening of the School, beginning September 28th. Students who do not int*to offer themselves for a degree will also be received at any part of the course, for one term or more. Any student 0obtain, without an examination, a certificate of his period of connection with the school.REQUIREMENTs POR A DEGRE.-Every candidate must be twenty-one years of age; must bave studied medicine thAfull years, have spent at least one continuous year at this School, have passed the required examinations, andpresented a thesis.
CouRsE FoR GRADUATE.-For the purpose of affording to those already Graduates of Medicine, additional facil'tjfor pursuing clinical, laboratory and other studios, in such subjects as may specially interest them, the FacultY bestablished a course which comprises the following branches :--Physiology, Medical Chemistry, Pathological AnatoolSurgery, Auscultation, Percussion and Laryngoscopy, Ophthalmology, Otology, Hygiene, Dermatology, Syphilis, Pys 0brlogical Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, Gynoecology and Obstetries. t
Single branches may be pursued, and on payment of the full fee also the privilege of attending any of the 0thsexercises of the Medical School, the use of its laboratories and library, and ail ot er rights accorded hy the' Univers

will be granted. Graduates of other Medical Schools who may desire to obtain the degree of M.D. at this Universolwill be admitted to examination for this degree after a year's study in the Graduates' Course.FEEs.-For Matriculation, $5; for the Year, $200; for one Term alone, $120; for Graduation, $30; for GradosCourse, the fee for one year is $200, for one Term, $120; and for single courses such fees as are specified in the C$logue. Payment iQ advance.
Members of any one department of Harvard University have a right to attend lectures and racitatilous in any othdepartment without paying additional fees.
For further information, or Catalogue, address

DR. R. H. FITZ, Secretary, 108 Boylsten, Street, Boston, Mss•
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WARNER & COS PHOSPHORUS PILLS,
L: PHOSPHORUS CoMP., each containing Phosphorus, gr. h;

Ext. Nux. Vom. gr. J, . . . . . . Price, $2.00

?IL: PHos. IRoN AND Nux VomicA.-Phosphorus, gr. Th; Ferri.
Carb. Yal., gr. 1; Ext. Nux Vomica, gr. J, . . Pric, $2.00

s0, PIL: PHOSPHORUS, gr. l, and PIL: PHOSPHORUS, gr. , Price, $1.00

Phosphorus ta an important constituent of the animal economy, particularly of the brain and nervous system, and

regarded as a valuable remedy for the following diseases, such as,

LAPSE OF MEMORY, SOFTENING OF THE BRAIN, LOSS

OF NERVE POWER, PHTHISIS, PARALYSIS, IMPO-

TENCY, CONSUMPTION AND NEURALGIA.

fithe pilular form has been deemed the most desirable for the administration of Phosphorus. It is in a perfect state

fttbdivision, as it la incorporated with the material while In solution, and is not extinguished by oxidation.

This method of preparing Phosphorus bas been discovered and brought to perfection by us, and la thus presented In
te elementary state, free from repulsive qualities, which have so long militated against the use of this potent and

Vtlable remedy. This is a matter requiring the notice of the physician, and under ail circumstances the administration
f Phoesphorus should be guarded with the greatest care.

Phosphorus as a Remedy for Neuralgl.
T1he foUowing table la taken from a valuable paper, contributed to the "London Practitioner " by Prof. J. Ashburton

ThOMpson, on the use of Phosphorus for the above-named complaint, large doses being employed by him, (the 1-25
gr. more) and with marvelous success. He records 18 cases, as will be seen by table below, and arranges them

luthree classes-Acute Primary Attacks, Acute Recurrent Attacks and Chronic- cases. Six cases occur In each class.

Il the first class the ages ranged between 25 and 46; In the second between 30 and 40; in the third between 24 and 40.

sorne of the patients suffered from Trigeminal,some from Cervico Occipital, some from Cervico Brachial Neuralgia,
d one in the second class from Sciatica. Al the cases in the first two classes were cured; of the third class three were

ettred, one of the patients having been afflicted 16 years, without a week's freedom from pain.

Duration ExtremeBx. Age. Nerves Affected. of Duration of Complication. Result.
Attack. Treatment.

PRIMARY ACUTE CASES.
40 R. Trigeminal. 4 days. 4 days. Catarrh. Recovery.
26 L. Trigeminal. 14 days. 10 days. Anaemia.
25 21 days. 24 hours. None.
46 Cervico Occipital. 12 hours. 12 hours. General Derangement.
28 L. Trigeminal. 14 days. 48 hours. Lactation.
26 " " 6 days. 12 days. Catarrli.

RECURRENT ACUTE CASES.
60 R. Sciatic. 15 days. 36 hours. Decay of Nature. Recovery.
33 L. Trigeminal. 5 days 6 days. None.
32 " " 21 days. 24 hours.
35 R. Trigenilnal. 10 days. 4 days. Lactation.
30 14 days. 5 days. Plithisis,
30 " 7 days. 48 hours. Debility.

CHRONIC CASES.
{R. & L. Trigeminal.

28 ICervico Brachial. 18 months. 5 weeks. Phthisis. Relief
24 R. & L. Trigeminal. 4 weeks. 9 days. I

x ~Occipitl B. «tU.ue
35 Trigemlnal. 12 months. 12 days. Nervous Debility. Cure.
36 Cervico Brachial. 2 months. 14 days. Pregnancy.
26 R. & L. Trigeminal. 16 years. 18 days. None.
40 R. Trigemini. 4 months.__1 days. (Decayed Teeth.) None.

PHOSPHORUS AS A NERVE TONIC.
Jour use il supported by no less authority than Prof. Delpech, Prof. Fisher, of Berlin, Dr. Eames, (in the Dubnli

ret) Dr. Burgess, and Dr. Hammond, of New York. The special treatment Indicated in these cases la: 1st. Com-
plete rest Of mind, especially abstention from all occupations resemblng that upon which the mind has been over-

ed; 2d. The encouragement of any new hobby or study not in itself painful, which the patient might select;

an<lili ty to the senses, which expressly give in these cases incorrect impressions, putting only those objecta before
raL clated to soothe the mInd; 4th. A very nourishing diet, especially of shell lish; 5th. The internl adminis

nO of phosphorus lu pilular form, prepared by Wx. R. WARNER & Co.

iLLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECE1PT OF, LIST PRICE.



WK. R. WARNER & CO., Philadelphia,, PRICE.
MANUF~ACTUJRERS 0F

SUGAR-COATED PILLS. Per POO

PIL ANALEPTIC. (Warner & Co.)
"~f GcÅeQ€Ý<, . LXXV.

"/ Úÿuie, .. L.

dé fa/f<AAe da. C.Qa - Ø

PIL ANODYNE. (Warner & Co.)
dhl ./eC.

dé1M 4 . /4 . V.

4«A Åpean /4. C. .7 .

c..

PIL ANTICHLOROTIC. (Warner & Co.)
& <&/as. AA . C.

t , ~d // >Åj /. C. .76 s.6(2

C u/, . L.
dd. C.Q

PIL ANTICHOROMANIA. (Warner k Co.)
ne A /. CC.

XXV

PIL ANTISPASMODIC. (Warner & Co.)

cíán4Án áe/a p.X.
i$ @ Qm. <4 dcys mi. L. s

c 6, dJ. c. Q ue

PILLS SENT BY MAIL ON RECEIPT OF PRIOC.

Entered ac.ànrding to Act ef Congress, i he year 1874, by Wx. R. WAnNER & Co., in the.0ffice ofLibrarl r of Congres.
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SPECIAL RECIPES MADE WHEN 3,000 OR MORE PILLS ARE ORDERED.
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MAILED SPLINTS FOR THE TREATMENT
OF FRACTURES.

BY WILLIAM KERR, M.D., GALT, ONT.

was first led to attempt an improvement in the
StrIcture of splints by a case of ununited fracture
of the leg of five months' duration. A rude tin

but containing the germ of subsequent
changes, effected a cure, the patient being per-
r4itted to walk with crutches during the whole
Period. Upwards of 30 years have since elapsed,
and I now lay before your readers the improve-
11Qents which time and experience have gradually
81ggested.*

Ir nature, w e find that animals to whom bones
are denied are provided with shells, and though
this fact did not suggest the inventions I am about
to describe, yet these may not inaptly be compared
to the shell of the crustacee provided as a substi-
tute for a bone, when that bone is fractured. I
have called them mailed splints, from their general
reetbiance to mailed armour.t They are of tin-
Plate, hammeree to adapt themselves very closely
to the shape of the human frame, and are all hol-

so as to embrace from a-half to two-thirds of
the circumference of the part to which they are
aPPlied. Owing to these advantages, and the
attachment whenever necessary to adjoining parts,
&Iing a more secure hold, and greater lever power,
4t angles best suited for the purpose, the fractured

ne may be steadily maintained in its position

I Published an account of these inventions in the Edin-
the  Northern 7ournal of Medicine for 1845. They were
Presei Ore clumsy, but they contained the principles of the

T he Word splint was formerly used for armour. Inthe
s4 ad of Kinmont Willie, which relates his rescue from Car-
e astle in the reign of Elizabeth, by Buccleugh and his
og We are told they hiad "splint on spauld," that is, ar-

0n the shoulder.
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during the cure. Great or nearly perfect comfort
is attainable, because the splints preserve their
position on the injured limb almost independently
of a roller ; therefore bandaging to the extent of
squeezing so as to give uneasiness, is not required.
Comparative trials will speedily produce the con-
viction, that in cases of simple fracture, pain and
suffering-when the first few days are past-arise
from the splints in common use squeezing the
bruised limb, and at the same time forcing the
patient with a fractured leg or thigh to lie for weeks
on one spot. In these fractures, my contrivances
allow a considerable degree of locomotion ; a pa-
tient having a broken leg, may in a few days turn
from side to side, the limb being supported by the
hands of another, and often at the end of a week
is able to move about his apartment on crutches ; a
patient having a broken thigh, is soon able to shift

from place to place in bed, or to sit upon its edge,
his feet resting on the floor, and, if a young person,
may be carried out of doors without the slightest
injury.

Commencing with the forearm, A is the splint,
which is applied to its palmar side. It is scolloped
in the distal portion, to permit better adaptation to
the shape of different sized forearms ; besides, com-
pound fractures often occur here, and the splint

being wanting at this point, they are more open to
inspection. Rotation, by which fractures are so
often displaced, is prevented by the hand grasping
the strong ribbon of tin-plate which slides on the

two lateral wires ; these are soldered at a short

distance from the end of the splint, to avoid squeez-

ing the wrist. A piece of cloth folded a few plies,
in this, as in all other splints, forms the only pad-

ding. A short roller secures the arm to the splint;
a second passes over the uppermost wire and un-
derneath the hand, supporting it in its proper line
with the forearm, and next surrounds both wires
and the hand, making rotation impossible.

A certain degree of rigidity is necessary for a
good splint; too much flexibility permits injurious
compression, and too much firmness prevents the
proper moulding of the splint to the thickness of
the limb. Mere thickness of metal, however, is
insufficient to give the rigidity required. For this
purpose, the edges of the splints must be either
hemmed, bound or wired. Hemming is turning
over the edge on itself, making two plies; binding
is embracing the edge in a little trough of tin-plate,
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making three plies; and wireing is folding the edge
over a wire. The splints are pierced with small
holes all of the same size, and having the same
gauge as to distance, to permit easy attachment to
each other by small screw-bolts provided with nuts.
These holes also allow the escape of perspiration,
and, in compound fractures, permit pas to get away,
more especially when tepid water is freely poured
over the part, or the limb with its splint is im-
mersed. Bathing and immersion are very agreea-
ble to the patient's feelings, and a great amount of
quietude may be obtained, a most desirable object ;
but to make certain that no abscess is forming, or
festering going on from pus being retained by the
padding, the limb ought from time to time to be
carefully lifted, washed, and replaced. Simple
fractures do not require this attention, in most in-
stances the limb may be let alone in its splint tili
the cure is completed.

o0 0o O0 00

In fractures of the forearm, the splint is used in
the simple form I have described; but in fractures
at the elbow, and of the humerus, a similar one,
with three stout copper ribbons rivetted at the
elbow, is required for attachment to a splint B on
the arm. One of these resembles the letter T, the
other two the letter L; these last are rivetted, one
at each corner, and the third is rivetted between
them; this last is screwed to the part of the arm
splint B, which pr8jects downwards over the inner
condyle ; the upper L ribbon is then bent to about
a right angle, and its loose end, which is curved to

suit the convexity of the arm splint, is now to be
fastened to it by one or two screw bolts, and the
lower L ribbon bent upwards so as to support the
elbow ; thçse ribbons protect the bend of the arf
from undue pressure, and by the flat side of one
being opposed to the edge of another sufficient
rigidity is obtained. A cotton roller and a slil%
complete the apparatus. When the opposite arffi
is fractured the upper L ribbon will become the
lower, and if in a compound fracture the wound,
owing to its position, would be covered, the splint
may be fitted on the outside of the arm.

I have succeeded perfectly in several severe
injuries of the elbow with the apparatus described,
but should the fracture be so high on the humerts
that almost the whole of the splint is beneath it,
thereby not allowing an efficient hold above
the injury, then the arm must be attached tO
the breast-plate C through the intervention of the
extremity of the middle T ribbon, prolonged to the
wrist, and the elbow supported at a proper height
by a piece of band iron screwed to the breastplat,
making a skeleton platform presenting the edge Of
the iron to the fore-arm splint. The breastplate
having its edges stiffened by wiring, is curved tO
the shape of the chest, and requires to possess 4
considerable degree of stiffnesss to prevent the
breathing being compressed when it is bound tO
the body. As the edges of holes made by a punch
would in a short time cut even strong thread, $
row of eyelets is formed arcund the top and sides,
and to these a strong roller of cloth is sewed,
which is laced or buckled at one side ; two leatherf
belts above the breastplate will give additionl
security, and braces over the shoulders will prevent
displacement downwards. The two large apertures
in the breastplate enable pressure on the fenale
breast to be avoided, and give greater facility fo'
the insertion of screw bolts.

In fractures of the clavicle, or cervix scapul2,
the only change on the preceding apparatus is the
addition of a woolen wedge, which is pushed
between the breastplate and arm-splint till the
clavicle is properly elongated. I have tried sevCa
plans, but this is the simplest and best. To avoid
a sensation of cutting, a thick brass wire is solderd
along the whole upper edge of the arm split,
which, not pressing into the axilla, does not cause
numbness of the arm. In all fractures requiriD1
the breastplate, I place it not exactly over the

160 THE CANADA LANCET.



Iniddle of the chest, but somewhat to the side whole period of the treatment he never lost a
Piing it a somewhat hooked shape ; in fractures night's sleep from pain, a few at first, however,
Of the clavicle it therefore necessarily intervenes from mental anxiety.
between the woollen wedge and the patient's body, Many years ago a workman in a machine shop

It was an apparatus of this description, but with- had the olecranon cut through, and the posterior
Out the wedge, which was used by Dr. McCargow part of the right elbow-joint opened by a circular
in the case of ununited fracture of the humerus of saw. In a consultation which followed three
nearly nine .months standing, and successfully medical men advocated immediate amputation,
treated by him, as described in the Canada Lancet, and only reluctantly yielded to my opinion that the

Aug., 1874. Upwards of twdnty years ago in a arm might possibly be saved. A splint was applied;
case of ununited fracture of the humerus, likewise in eleven weeks he was able to ring the bell of the
of nine month's duration, I scratched the ends of machine shop, and in a few months to assist in
the bones subcutaneously, applied the splint, and carrying stoves, and other weighty articles, a con-
Obtained a cure. siderable degree of motion of the joint being

A very interesting case occurred where the back retained. Water dressing and free bathing were
of the hand was terribly mangled by a planing employed ; no burrowing of matter or formation of
Inachine, the arteries were not divided, but four abscesses took place ; the cure, no doubt, being
cuts crossed the fingers and hand, dividing the much facilitated by the depending position of the
bones, and opening eight joints. The forearm in wound; a most important object, which ought if
'ts splint was slung from the ceiling, and water possible to be attained, if not by position in bed,
dressing applied. In the treatment there were two by slinging the limb in its splint, in all wounds pene-
Objects, to save the hand, and procure union of trating.joints.
the tendons, so that the hand might be useful; for For partial dislocations of the wrist, the small
this last purpose it was necessary to keep the tubes by which the strong tin ribbon slides on the

Wofunds as nearly as possible in apposition during lateral wires have their further ends closed; sliding
the whole period of the cure, practically reducing thus being impossible,* the necessary extension is
the wounds to subcutaneous incisions. Slight maintained by tapes from a glove or cloth bandage

Pressure with the fingers could at any time main- around the wrist; these are drawn tightly over the
t'ai the edges of the wound in contactp; trusting, tin ribbon which holds its position at the extremity
therefore, to the steadiness of the hand in the of the wires. Counter extension is given by the

FPlint, a ribbon of tin plate was attached to the arm splint.
Wires at each side of the hand, with five little pro- For simple fracture on the leg the splint with its

3etions resembling fingers, each being moulded by retaining bands is so closely applied to the limb
itself, and giving the desired pressure on the skin and fits it so accurately that dispacement u
beneath; that the pressure might resemble that of scarcely possible. have without injury con

thriefr a bit of aoutchouc was fastened to the veyed a man on the third day after the acciden

Projecting points. The hand and fingers were 6o miles by railway, and 7 in a waggon, with fou
slIPPorted by a few broader ribbons of tin plate changes of the vehicle during the journey.
attaehed to the lateral wires, and moulded to the The splint consists of three pieces, two for thE
WOnfigUratei of the hand and fingers above; to leg, and the third a thick copper sole. The piece

Perit the escape of pus there was no padding for the leg slide on each other for adaptation t
bieath the hand, the slight elasticity of the tin different sizes of adults; the upper piece em

Pate giving the sensation of a spring mattrass. braces about two thirds of the circumference of t
T he fingers were supported laterally by upright limh, the lower, about three fourths; the uppe
Plates having projecting points of wire stuck into is hammered out at the sides to give some degre
cOrresponding holes in a strong cross band beneath. of elasticity, and consequently a better hold ; th
%e chief attention was directed to the thumb and lower is somewhat stirrup shaped to embrace th

forerenaeringnbandshisuch succely thatedhtn the land

frefingerad ih uhsuc h and *This is represented in the o dtline sketch; it is useful i
ene aits strength, he was able to write as well, ail cases to prevent the points of the wires being caught
thugh not quickly, as formerly. During the the bed-clothes.
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instep, and hammered out opposite the ankle not
to give pain by compression, and for a similar
reason the anterior edge of its arch has a slightly
trumpet form ; indeed, in all the splints every
corner is rounded, and every part which would
hurt is so hammered as not to cause uneasiness.
The lower end of the leg splint opposed to the
heel consists of two strong flat tails, which slide on
each other to allow adaptation to different sizes of
ankles. Through holes in these the sole is
attached by screw-bolts. The splint is placed
over the front of the leg, and secured in its place
by a cloth behind extending from its upper end to
the instep, having a closely set row of buckles on
the one edge, and tapes on the other ; the heel
and the leg corresponding with the stirrup part of
the splint are supported by a cloth which is pinned
around the wires on each side of the stirrup. A
short roller binds the foot to the sole, which, still
better to keep the foot from inclining to either side,
has soldered to its edges two small pieces of tin
plate, the loose ends of which are supported by the
upright sides of the stirrup. To allow inspection
of the fracture without disturbing the splint, there
are two large apert4res (about three inches in
width measured on the curve) on the front of the
leg splints, each divided by a narrow rod of tripled

tin plate to keep off the pressure of the tapes;
where the two splints overlap they can be brought
into closer contact by the lower rod being loose,
so that instead of intervening between the two, it
may be placed over them. As already mentioned
all the small holes being pierced to a guage, there
is no difficulty in inserting the screw-bolts of which
two, so placed as not to form a hinge, will connect
the two leg splints, and the other two the sole.
The whole length of the leg being pressed evenly
into the splint, which forms an accurate mould
completed in its whole circumference by the retain-
ing cloths, sinking of the heel backwards, cannot
occur whatever be the state of the pillow on which
the leg is placed, whether the patientlies on his back
or either of his sides, or sits resting his leg on a
chair, or bye and bye walks with crutches, the
weight of the splint being supported by a band
around the neck.

In the case which suggested the first idea of
these contrivances, the lower part of the leg had
sunk backwards in bed, but at the end of five
months it was readily drawn forwards by the
broad band behind the heel. Firm union took place
though I arn unable to say in what time, because
I was afraid for a number of months even to take
off the splint. In another case, not of such long
standing, the fracture was oblique, and the fractured
extremities to some extent rode on each other. I
divided the contracted Tendo Achillis, red uced the
fracture, applied the splint, and obtained a good
reunion.

I do not recommend this invention for Com-
pound Fractures, except while the patient is being
carried from the site of the accident to his home,
the anterior position of the splint giving to it a firni
grasp of the bones. In all compound fractures,
ivhether slight or severe, there ought to be no
obstacle to the free inspection of the limb, as the
earlier the formation of an abscess is detected, and
the earlier it is opened the more quickly will the
cure go on. I employ a pretty deep trough
extending beneath two-thirds of the leg, its prolon-
gation for the remaining third being formed by a
strong ribbon of tin plate of two or three inches in
width, rivetted to both sides of the splint, and
passing under the heel where a copper sole, the
same as in simple fractures, is fastened to it.
Instead of allowing the posterior part of the leg
to lie on padding, I suspend the leg within the
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Splint on numerous bands of cloth attached to its
edge, or having their ends tied together beneath
'ts Under surface; in this way accurate adaptation
to the shape of the leg is obtained. Though this
sPlint placed posteriorly grasps the muscles rather
than the bones, displacement is resisted by the hold
On the knee, the ankle, and the foot, and further
security is given by swinging the leg from the
ceiling, a plan to which the splint is well adapted.
1In a recent case of compound fracture of both legs
both were thus swung, and the patient could also
be lifted a few inches from the bed, for necessary
Purposes, by a sheet of canvas spread beneath
him, to which cords connected with a small windlass
Were attached. The cure was very satisfactory.

When the fracture is near the knee it may be
')ecessary to screw the top of the splint to another
0 1 the thigh, the connection being easily made
through the medium of the projecting copper
ribbons. In a case of compound dislocation of
the knee, where one of the condyles projectedthrough
the wound without, however, injuring the popliteal
artery, a good cure was obtained, the leg being
held in the straight position. Here, as in the
Case of injury of the elbow, the depending position
Of the wound was of great importance. When cured
the patient was able to walk about, undiÈtinguishable

frorrn other people but by a perfectly stiff knee.
?erhaps the reader will remember that Sir Astley
Cooper says, compound dislocation of the knee in
every instance demands immediate amputation.
Ie hinself had shown by successful cases that

COITIpound dislocation of the ankle does not
llecessarily require amputation, but Mr. Hey, and
still further back Mr. Gooch had arrived at the same
COn1clusion.

In fractures of the thigh the leg splint last
described, and the breastplate used in fractures of
the humerus and clavicle are required. Besides
these there is a third splint in which the thigh
lies as in a trough ; it must extend beneath the

.berosity of the ischium, where it is flattened or
s'ghtly turned down not to hurt, on the outer side
It is long enough to cover the trochanter, but on
the inner it must be be scolloped out so as
rlot to press upon the pubes ; necessarily, therefore,
there must be a splint for the right, and another
for the left thigh. My experience is that the
latter is more frequently fractured than the right,
a'nd that when children meet with injury the

femur breaks far more frequently than the bones of
the leg. The lower end of the thigh splint has on
each side a strong copper ribbon which meets
similar ribbons on the leg splint.

We shall now suppose a fracture of the
thigh ; the breastplate is to be securely bound to
the body, I say securely, because without this the
accurate retention of the broken bone in its place
is endangered. It is to be placed as in fractures
of the clavicle somewhat to the side of the injury.
As the breastplate extends from near the crest of
the ilium almost to the axilla the flexibility of the
spine is taken away, and the trunk rendered rigid.
The splints when screwed together form a triple
inclined plane embracing the trunk of the body, the
thigh and the leg. To obtain the greatest amount
of mechanical power the different parts ought to
be fastened at right angles to each other ; but
more obtuse angles will generally hold the limb
steady. The breastplate being applied, the thigh
splint is to be placed so that its upper and inner
flattened portion catches on the tuber ischii. Two
strong copper ribbons with a connecting arc at top
having the same curve as the breastplate, unite it to
the thigh splint, of which last they form a part ;
to gain mechanice power these do not arise from
opposite points of the thigh splint, the outer
about the middle, and the inner near the lower
end ; they are hinged by what is called a loose
rivet, which, as soon as the angle at which the
thigh is to be kept is decided, is to be converted
into a fixture by the insertion of a screw bolt
through one of the holes in the small arc made for
this purpose in the thigh splint ; the upper ends
of these ribbons, or their connecting arc are
fastened to the breastplate by at least three screw
bolts placed where their power is greatest. Having
applied the breastplate and thigh splint, it only
remains to adjust the leg splint : placing the leg
in it at or abouta right angle, the necessary extension
is to be made, and the copper ribbons of the thigh
and leg splints, where they cross at the knee,
fastened by a single screw bolt at each side, consti-
tuting in the first place a hinge. If the thigh is
now found not to be exactly of its proper length,
it can still, without unscrewing the bolts at the
knee, be somewhat extended by bending the leg
further; the body being held immoveable, by the
breastplate now screwed to the thigh splint, the knee
will be pulled forwards, while the limb is being
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bent. The resistance tells pretty correctly when
the thigh is of the proper length, but this ought to
be ascertained by measurement before fastening
the last screw bolts. For this purpose I have
found nothing which admits of such accuracy as a
ribbon of lead about half an inch broad, and suffi-
ciently thick to give the necessary rigidity ;
it is a caliper compass of the simplest form, it sets
aside all error from swelling of the limb, its upper
end applied to the top of the trochanter, a scratch
from the surgeon's nail opposite the sharp edge of
the outer condyle will tell with precision whether
both thighs are of the same length. A thin copper
ribbon rivetted to the under and lower end of the
thigh splint, to give support to the bone where the
splint is wanting, is now to be moulded so as to
accomplish this purpose, and attached to the upper
end of the leg splint by a screw bolt. As the
position of this bolt is never changed, it may be a
fixture. Lastly, a strong copper brace rivetted to
near the lower end of the thigh splint is to be
brought across the angle formed by the thigh and
leg, and bolted to the middle of the leg splint.*
A roller is to be firmly bound around the leg in its
splint, and another, though less important one,
around the thigh. The binding of a roller judi.
ciously applied is little felt on account of the
rigidity and great extent of surface of the splints,
and it will be observed in regard to all that,
whenever necessary, a firm hold can be got on
uninjured adjoining parts, leaving the bruised
limb comparatively unbound, certainly not squeezed,
thereby avoiding the chief cause of suffering, if not
of danger.

The principle of the apparatus for a fractured
thigh is very simple, it is that as the breast-plate
cannot approximate the leg splint, neither can the
thigh which lies between in its hollow splint get
shortened, provided attention is paid to the rollers
and screw bolts. Extension and counter extension
kept up during the cure are not productive of
uneasiness, on account of the large surface of the
body and the leg which bear the pressure. A
perineal band is not required, supposing; how-
ever, that from any circumstance a necessity arose
of making the angles rather too obtuse, such a band

* Copper, as is well lwown to tinsmiths, is rendered more
tough but less flexible by hammering ; this will be kept in
view in forming the various ribbons or braces. Ten screw-
bolts are required for the inferior extremity, six for the
upper, and four for the leg. The splints are japanned.

bearing part of the pressure could be attached.
The patient's bed will require to be so pillowed as
to suit the angles of the splint. I have only tO
add that upward pressure on the foot, and dis-
placement therefrom, is prevented by the interven-
tion of the sole. Judging from my experience, and
the structure of the apparatus, I am disposed tO
say that an ill united and shortened femur ought
not to occur, the union ought to be so perfect as tO
make the site of the fracture nearly undistinguish-
able, and the patient, if a young person, ought to
be able to be carried about, or to enjoy drives in
a carriage without displacement. I have seen
several instances, in consultation with other medi-
cal gentlemen, where, owing to the obliquity of the
fracture, the thigh could not be kept in its proper
position by the ordinary apparatus, yet from the
day the above contrivances were applied till they
were removed, the thigh bone did not shorten in
the slightest, and did not require any readjustment.

In that terribly torturing malady, disease of the
hip-joint, in many instances great and immediate
relief to pain Is given from putting on a light
splint made on the same principles as that for
fracture ; slight extension too can be obtained by
a hinge at the knee. Wearing this splint the
patient is able to be much in the open air, and tO
walk aboutwith crutches; when seated the weight of
the splint is wholly borne by the chair. Experience
leads me to recommend that the tinsmith fit the
splint in the first instance to a young person of the
same size, who, free from pain, will sit quietly while
the different parts are being shaped and rivetted
together. I have farther to say that if a patient
has lain long in one position while sufferingsevere
pain, a change of position to obtain better angles
for the splint must not be attempted, as still more
severe pain would be excited.

I have received the following letter from .Dr
Campbell, Toronto, at the time of the accident,
practising in Niagara : " At your request I have
looked over my old case book, and find the folloW
ing particulars with reference to the use of your
splints in a case of fracture of the neck of the
femur. Mr. James McFarlane, aged 65, by a fall
from his carriage near Niagara, on the 21st Jan.,
1854, fractured his left femur within the capsule.
Your apparatus was applied on the 7th Februarl,
two weeks after the injury. From the very day Of
its application he became quite easy and confOrt
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able, Was able to be taken out daily in bis carriage, and have failed, are valueless when opposed to suc-
and upon the final removal of the apparatus on the cessful cases treated with greatly superior apparatus.
19th May there was undoubtedly bony union of It may be owing to its bulk and expense that Mr.
the fracture, a very unusual occurrence in fractures Amesbury's fracture bed has scarcely got into use,
Within the capsule, which this certainly was. Un- and is seldom noticed by surgical writers. My
fortunately it was difficult to judge of the complete- own splints are free from objections on these
Uess of the recovery as to lameness, as Mr. Mc- grounds, but the greater merit of retaining the
?arlane was lame of the same leg from a previous fractured thigh bone at all times of its proper
accident, but he was able to walk quite as well, length is owing to the adoption of the triple
arld as far, as before the fracture of the femur inclined plane instead of the double, the necessity
occurred. As to the diagnosis of the seat of the for which was first pointed out by Mr. Amesbury.
fracture I had my opinion corroborated by your-
self, Dr. Wilson of Niagara, and Dr. Kingdom,
Asistant Surgeon Royal Canadian Rifles*" In this NÉLATON'S METHOD OF RESUSCITATION
case the fracture being within the capsule, measure- FROM CHLOROFORM NARCOSIS.-SUC-
hierit by a ribbon of lead was inapplicable, and the CESSFUL CASE.
bert Position of the thigh made ordinary measuring BY W. WADE, M.D., M.R.C.S. ENG.; L.R.C.P. EDIN.
aPPliances useless ; nevertheless it was essential, COBOURG, ONT.
When adjusting the splints, to know whether the O
fractured surfaces were in exact apposition. The As this subject, resuscitation from chloroform
diculty had often occurred to me in cases of narcosis, is now attracting the special attention of
diseased hip-joint, where it was desirable to know the profession, I believe it to be the duty of every
whether the distortion was caused by dislocation medical man to report any case of success or fail-
Or IXuscular contraction, and I was accustomed to tire of Nélaton's method which may fall under bis
Solve it by an apparatus constructed on the follow- observation. I have therefore thought it proper to
ilg Principles. Adopting the shoemaker's rule as communicate the following case to your journal,
&pattern one upright was applied to the middle of and, through its widely-read pages, hope it may be

e sacrum, the other to the middle of the pubes, of service to some one who may happen to be
anid the rule continued out between the knees ; a placed in like unpleasant circumstances.
3traight line crossing this at a right angle touched A few weeks ago, I was summoned to meet Drs,
both knees when the fractured thigh was sufficient- Rose and McBrien, in the case of a rather delicate
IY elongated. looking youth, about i5 years of age, suffering

lur. Amesbury, in bis very valuable writings on 1 from necrosis of the central portion of the right
fractures (London, 1828,) strongly inculcates the tibia. After inspecting the case, we decided to
Ilecessity, in fractures of the neck of the thigh- operate. The chlbroform (Duncan & Flockhart's)
bonae of a triple inclined plane, for obtaining and was administered with every care, by Dr. Rose,
Preserving the proper apposition of the broken who was careful to see that there was no external
bone- His apparatus consists of a bedstead and impediment to respiration. It was taken without

attress; the head and back rest upon the upper difficulty, with scarcely any struggling or excite-
part ; the thighs bent to a right angle or thereabout ment; in fact, I never saw a patient take chloro-
t the body are supported by a corresponding part, form more quietly. When Dr. Rose found him
Which is capable of being elongated to the proper ready, the operation was commenced by Dr. Mc-

igth, and the legs rest on the third plane. It is Brien. At this time the patient was breathing
pOssible to 'read bis book without being con- comfortably, regularly, and without stertor ; lips of
ced that hewas suceessful in curing fractures of a good color ; in fact, everything connected with

eneck of the thighbone. Objections drawn from him seemed as it should be. In a few minutes, as
caes which have been treated with inferior splints, the anæsthesia seemed perfect for the time, Dr.

T t this patient's corpulence a breastplate was made Rose stepped down to witness the operation, and
a S ijt thsptetscruec ratlt a aeassist if necessary.uppe% its lower edge an arc of a greater circle than its Bef te be ato l x dper. Before the bone was thoroughly exposed, a
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medium sized artery was severed, which bled verj
freely. I was about to seize it with the forceps
when, to my astonishment, the hæmorrhage ceased
and as it was too large a vessel to cease bleeding
so suddenly by natural hæmostatics, I looked foi
some other cause of arrest. To my dismay, the
patient was apparently dead, without struggle oi
warning. No pulse, no respiration, no heart
sound ; lips as pale as death could make them.
all muscular irritability gone; in short, not a single
sign of life remained. I exclaimed, "Suspend the
operation. He's dead 1" I immedlately drew the
tongue well forward, dashed cold water on the face
and chest and over the region of the diaphragm,
and commenced artificial respiration by Sylvester's
method, which was continued for some time with
out avail. I then directed my assistant, Mr. Rid-
dell, to mount the table, and elevate the patient by
the feet. Whilc he was being held in this posi-
tion, Dr. Rose and myself kept up the artificial
respiration. We continued in this way (it seemed
an age), determined not to fail from a lack of per-
severance, for sorte fifteen or twenty minutes it
must have been-a period of suspense and anxiety
such as I trust I shall never experience again.
Long after all hope had vanished, a slight flush
was observed upon the face, soon followed by a
feeble gasp. With renewed hopes and redoubled
energies, we persevered in our efforts, which were
finally rewarded by the re-establishment of normal
respiration. The patient was then replaced upon
the table, and the operation skilfully and success-
fully completed by Dr. McBrien, without further
administration of chloroform, as the anesthesia
remained perfect for a sufficient length of time.

In this case the chloroforn was of the best
quality, and there was no appreciable contra-indi-
cation to its use. It was carefully administered.
The breathing and heart's action were natural
when Dr. Rose left the patient's head. Whether
the heart's action or respiration failed first, I can-
not say.

The question naturally arises, whether success
was due to the prolonged artificial respiration, or
to the inversion of the patient. This, however, is
of no practical importance, as both measures may,
in every case, be adopted at the same time.

Artificial respiration, on the table, for the time
it was persisted in, was of no tise; while we were
all forcibly struck by the slight flush manifesting

i itself, before the first gasp, on a face hitherto ex,
hibiting only the pallor of death. We could fot

but be favorably impressed with the harm01
which exists between Nélaton's theory as to the
cause of death-anæmia of the brain-and the
method of treatment he advises in the resuscitatiol'
of such cases. If his theory is correct, we Ca1

easily see the propriety of his treatment. All are
aware of the fearful mortality of the dentist's chair,
and the exemption of the parturient female. ThSi
may be explained partly by Nélaton's theory, and
partly, perhaps, by the fact, that in dentistry the
anæsthesia is carried to its full extent, to obviate
the difficulty occasioned by the clenching of the
teeth during the stage of excitement ; while iO
obstetrical practice, full anæsthesia, except in case
of operation, is seldom required. The differencc
is certainly not due to lack of skill in dental opera-
tions, for physicians, experienced in the use Of
chloroform, are generally employed for its adminis'
tration.

If this difference in position regulates the daO'
ger, surely the parturient patient should be genef'
ally, instead of only occasionally, benefitted by th'
greatest boon that our Creator, in all his goodne55
and mercy, has vouchsafed her.

FRACTURE OF THE SKULL AND CON
CUSSION OF THE BRAIN.-RECOVERY.

UNDER THE CARE OF DR. CASSIDY, TORONTO,

PHYSICIAN TO THE HOUSE OF PROVIDENCE.

(Reported by T. Hlobley, Esq., Medical Student.)

About 7 A.M. of Dec. 7th, 1874, H. S. while
playing at the top of the winding stairs in the neO
wing of the House of Providence, fell over the
baluster and down to the lower floor, a distance
52 feet. Dr. Cassidy was immediately sent for,
and on his arrival he found the patient sufferi%
from symptoms of concussion ; the outer table O
the left parietal bone fractured and depressed, the
depressed portion being circular, and about three
quarters of an inch in diameter ; the left humerd
fractured at its lower third, and the left leg, left
side of the body and face bruisediand scratched.
He straightened the arm and applied the ordinary
fracture splints.

10 A.M.-Ordered the head to be shaved and ice
to be applied. Patient restless, pulse 85 ; sk
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There was a large amount of effusion entirely consc
beneath the scalp, extending from the superciliary occasionally ti
arches to the parietal eminences, and extravasation Dec. z6th. i
Of blood around both eyes. Prescribed one minim Dec. i 9 th.
of tinct. aconite every three hours. sits up in bed,

4 P.M.-Pulse 117. Very restless, bowels con- alphabet, but
stipated, urine freely voided, no sign of conscious- questions aske
loss. extravasation

. 8/kh, io A.M.-Pulse 84, and strong; patient idiotie.

etîtess- 4 P. m. Pulse 9 5: no perceptible change. Dec. 22fld.-

10 A.m.-Pulse D04. Considerable ecr9h.-
er and great restlessnesss; patient sat up in bed, e

but alphabt but r

apparenty ot fully aware of what she was ns e
Ofess.g; bowels constipated. Ordered one minim Deravasti

c01. crotonis, whicb caused a couple of evacua- giaent al disa
of the bowels. 4 P.M., pulse 17n; still Dec. 3ote.-

feverlsh and restless. iron.
Dc. roth, 10 A..--Pulse 10; feverish, rest- an. 3rd,

lev 8 and easily disturbed. Patient sat up in bed
tiY1 OPened her right eye. 4 P.M., pulse 117. No stl et tbink,

Cidiotic.
aedeaou to k

She will do
'bec- Fi/k, i0 A.m.-Pulse 114 ; fever abating, fectly rational
Veyrestless, eat some corn starcb, milk and beef- Y'an. î9 tk.

te ,wOitFh a cracker broken in it. 4. P.M. Pulse scious, and al:
120* Patient sat up in a chair ; consciousness ance.
8eers to be slowly retumsing. She eat some cote
statch, and drank a little milk and beef 'tea. Still C
Very restless; turns ber head wben called, and

PartD opens the right eye.T
.Dee. roth, 10 A..-Pulse 120. Patient very By Wm. Oi

Weadk; both eyes sligbtly open, seeas to notice and Le

Objects passing before her. Appetite good. Ap-
Plied Starch bandage to the ar. Ordered j. rye On the 27t
Whikey every two hours, and aconite to be given Mr. W. F. of
t long intervals. The rigbt side of the thorax -suffering gr
ben osdrbyble outwards; ordered a ban- bis leg.> I fi

deee o e apled an te atinttobe kept on tethigb, about,, or opposite side as mucb as possible. 4 P.M. thirds, a lar
U1lse 120; patient gaining strengtb; bas slept seven inches

stobe swconsciousness returning. of the vessel)

taec. a3tk, da A.m.-PUlie 12 and feeble. eter, appearir
atienlt knows what is said to ber, but makes no teriorly to tl.
ateipt to speak. Bowels relaxed. Ordered extremnely pai

acoflte to be discontinued, and %ss. rye whiskey aggravatingt
very six ;ours. temporary co

-1ert,4 P.M.-Pulse 88. Patient got out of owing I supp
and sat on the stool. Appetite good, and she tension) and

e 8 restless posed to be t
Ver./k, 4 P.m.-Pulse 88. Patient anost sations onl

ious; she has not spoken yet, but
ies to cry.
i A..-Pulse 84. No other change.
-Pulse ioo, but strong. Patient
and is able to read the letters of the
is unable to form an answer to
d ber. Appetite goodbowels regular,
rapidly disappearing. Expression is

Pulse 130. Appetite good. Patient
speak when spoken to.
Patient is able to ask for food, and
pidly gaining strength.
-Pulse 120. Idiotie appearance
ppearing ; patient recognizes certain

General health is improving rapidly.
-No change. Ordered quinine and

i875.-Patient rapidly gaining
ks around the room, and seems to be
and look for whatever she thinks of.
hatever she is told, but not in a per-
manner.

.- Patient apparently perfectly con-
le to go around without any assist-

ASE OF ANEURISM.

CCESSFULLY BY DIGITAL PRESSURE.

dright, M. A., M. D., Curator of Museum
cturer on Sanitary Science, Toronto

School of Medicine.

h November last I was asked to visit
this city, who was represented as

eat pain from an abscess or ulcer in
und on the inner aspect of the right

he junction of the middle anc lower
e flattened pulsating tumor, about
in its longest diameter, (in the course
and six in its antero-posterior diam-

g to extend both anteriorly and pos-
e femoral artery. The tumor was
nful, the least jar or pressure greatly
the pain. The change in size during
mpression of the femoral was smaI,
ose to the flattened shape (lateral ex-
to the nature of the sac, which I sup-
hat of a diffuse aneurism. The pul-
he dorsum of right foot and in the
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right ankle were weaker than those of the opposite
side. On a later and more leisurely examination I
found also that the heart was enlarged.

I decided to tie the femoral, if necessary ; but
thought I would first try digital pressure. This
was the course advised also by Dr. Aikins, who
saw the patient in consultation the next day.

The following gentlemen volunteered their ser-
vices :-Messrs. Grant, Burton, Tyrrell, Wilkinson,
Carthew, Pomeroy, Bentley, Wilson, Leslie, and
Park, students of the Toronto School of Medicine,
and Messrs. Sparks and Smart, friends of the
patient.

The gentlemen were told off in pairs, each pair
remaining on duty four hours. The two on duty
relieved each other every ten to twenty minutes as
found necessary by themselves, the one maintain-
ing pressure, the other keeping his hand on the
tumor so as to detect any inadvertent relaxation.

Having secured free evacuations frorm the bowels
before commencing, I afterwards administered oc-
casional doses of opium to control their action and
relieve pain during the time occupied by the pres-
sure. This was commenced on the 2nd December
at 9 p.m., and was continued until the afternoon of
the 4 th.

I was unavoidably as late as 1.45 p.m. in mak-
ing my first visit on the 4th, and I then found on
relaxing pressure that pulsation in the tumor had
completely stopped. I regret that I an thus un-
able to state the exact time at which that result
obtained, but from what I could gather think it
must have been in about thirty-eight hours from
the commencement. I then directed light pressure
to be kept up for about two hours longer, so as to
lessen the force of the pulsations in the artery
without completely cutting them off. This was
done t% avoid any danger of disturbing the clot by
the sudden turning on of the pulsating current.
This precaution may have been unnecessary, but I
thought it better " to make assurance doubly sure."

During the application of the pressure the tumor
was very hot, and rather more tender than before.
This condition of things disappeared in a day or
two.

The clotted vessel could be felt for a couple of
inches or so above the tumor, and vertically across
ehe upper part of it. The edges also appeared
hardened. On each side of the clotted vessel
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fluctuating lobes could be felt from which one
would be inclined to argue that the vessel had
originally given way posteriorly, and that the tumor
had worked its way laterally behind the artery tO
each side of it, partially surrounding it.

At the present time (Jan. 21, 1875) the fluctua-
tion posterior to the artery has disappeared, the
anterior portion still fluctuates, but is growing
smaller.

The patient is now walking about, going a mile
at a stretch. All pain is gone.

In applying pressure, I adopted the following
precautions amongst others: to vary slightly the
point of pressure so as to relieve the skin as much
as possible; to use violet powder when the skil
appeared a little chafed ; to be careful about the
nails of the operators ; to direct them not to make
pressure more heavy than necessary to control pul-
sations. There was no abrasion or sloughing of
the skin. I did not allow any intermission (con-
trary to the directions of Mr. Holmes on this
subject); the patient dozing off for short intervals,
notwithstanding the continuance of pressure. I
had given instructions to the senior students tO
administer ether, if necessary.

Since the circulation through the tumor has bee"
stopped there has been a feeling of coldness in the
foot. This was more noticeable during the corn-
pression than since.

CASE OF ACUTE POISONING BY PHOS'
PHORUS.

BY E. G. KITTSoN, M.D., HAMILTON, ONT.

An inquest was held in Hamilton before Dr.
MacIntosh, Coroner, on the body of a man who
had been found dead on Sunday morning, Sept.
2oth, 1874, in the eastern end of the city. The
post mortem examination was made by Drs. George
Mackelcan and E. G. Kittson, with the following
results

The body was that of a well-developed and
apparently well-nourished man, aged about sixty
years. No external marks of violence were
observable. On opening the abdomen to remove
the stomach we noticed several adhesions existing
between the peritoneum and the abdominal
parietes, especially in the median line. The gas
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ae tric omentum was very adherent and congested. elapsed between his taking the first dose and his

Id The external surface of the stomach was congested, death is unfortunately not accurately known, nor
or "Id this condition of congestion was especiall could we determine the quantity of the substance
to Observable behind. Having tied the cardiac and he took. The form in which he took it was as

PYloric ends of the stomach we proceeded to re- " Parsons & Co's. Bug and Vermin Exterminator,"
a- riOve it, which was done with difficulty owing to which owes its activity to phosphorus. More than
ie the strong adhesions existing. 071 opening the eleven hours could not have elapsed between his

îg tornach a strong smell of phosphorus was noticed. taking the first dose and his death, as he was seen
The organ contained about 1!/ ounces of a dark quite well on the previous evening (Saturday) about

le greenish fluid having the consistence of mucilage, six o'clock, and he was heard moaning about seven
earefully pouring off this liquid several small solid the same evening. He was found dead the next

ig atficles were noticed as a kind of sediment. morning between five and six a.m. The quantity
le Nese were carefully gathered together, and taken of phosphorus required to destroy life is very

:h lto a dark room when, on rubbing them with a small. One case is reported where one and a half

in kife on our hands, we noticed very plainly that grains destroyed life in twelve days, and another

e they were quite luminous and gave off a flickering where two grains destroyed life in eight days.

e Sort of light with light flumes and a distinctly This man had once before attempted to destroy
1. PhOsphorus smell. The mucous membrane lining his life by taking two doses of Paris Green, but
)f the Stomach was now examined, and was found to was prevented then by prompt medical interference.

be inflamed and especially so on the posterior At that time he said he wanted to kill himself.

is Srface of the greàter curvature where the fluid He never showed any signs of insanity except on

s, gravitated from the man lying on his back, and this point. He was addicted to the use of whiskey
i where, of course, most of its strength was spent. to a great extent at times. It is very remarkable

o Owever, the entire mucous lining was inflamed. that fatty degeneration of the organs generally, as
iurnerous small ulcers oval in shape were noticed the âeart, liver, and kidneys, is found as a result

studding the mucous lining. Most of the ulcers of phosphorus poisoning, even when the case ends

ere so placed as to have their long diameter fatally in a few hours.

Parallel with that of the stomach. No perforations
were noticed though crefully looked for. The
PYloric end of the stomach was much thickened

though not indurated. The duodenum was also
'4irred and its outer surface presented the same The following communication was received too
appearance as that of the stomach. The liver was late for the January issue :
eilarged and very much softened; the capsule To the Editor of the CANADA LANCT.
9lIte adherent and when torn off the substance of SIR,-I beg to enclose the within advertisement,

r. the liver came away with it. The spleen was which appeared for some weeks in one of our local
rIlo tnal. The right kidney was normal in size and papers, more to call the attention of the Medidal

ad a very healthy appearance ; there was a small Council and the profession, to the necessity and

Ortion Of the cortex which had undergone fatty duty of protecting the public, as well as themselves,
e degeneration. The left kidney was healthy but on from peripatetic quacks of (Dr.) Arnold's kidney:

tie surface had a peculiar outgrowth resembling a DR. J. H. A R N O L D,
V4cular sarcoma about the size of a walnut and

Patly encysted, also a few patches of fatty degener- LATELY FROm BERLIN, PRussIA, AND SURGEON IN THE

werenotied.- Th othr oganswerenotPRUSSIAN ARMY, t
e 0Were noticed. The other organs were not G- IVES special attention to all Diseases of the Feet, Hip-

exarTined. G joint Diseases, Inflammatory Rheumatism and White
Swelling, without taking internal medicines. * * * *

Rý)ARKS.-The above notes give shortlylthe Cancers and Eye Diseases, and Fistula in Ano cured
reorbid appearances in a case of poisoning by any without the use of the knife. * * * * Cures are per-

manent.
corosive poison and;the presence of particles of Dr. Arnold will only be able to remain in Canada until

Phorus in the stomach left us in no doubt as October, 1874, when his leave of absence expires, and he

the o luse of deathî The oength of time wbich will return to Prussia. Consultations in English, German,
e aueofdet.àTelnt ftm hc French and Spanish.



Dr. Arnold will not visit the town of Simcoe, profession-
ally, any more, but he can be consulted at any time, either
by letter or professionally, at Galt. Consultations free.

The last paragraph of the advertisement requires
CROTON-CHLORAL HYDRATE INalexplanation. Arnold was repeating his ronthly MEGRIM.*visits to Simcoe, when Dr. Covernton (our late

efficient representative in the Medical Council) BYSYDNEY RINGER, M.D.,
and myself decided that the profession in Simcoe Pro. of Materia Medica in University College, Londo'
should be consulted as to the propriety of initiat- It is hardly necessary to observe that under the
ing proceedings, in accordance with the Act of term megrdy I inceude those affections cohmonlY
1874, which was agreed upon unanimously, includ- called sick headache, bilious headache, nervousing the Homœopathic practitioner, Dr. McDonald. sick headache, and hemicrania. The most char- or
Dr. Covernton entered the complaint. Dr. Ar- acteristic and commonest symptoms of megrim are
nold was found guilty of violation of the Act 37th headache and sickness ; but, in a typical case, Ol
Vic., Cap. 30, and Section 40 of the said Act. these symptoms are preceded by other significant raand interesting phenomena. At the onset of an. PiThe profession, and especially Dr. Covernton, attack, a peculiar affection of the sight first occurs,incurred much' popular odium for their manly soon to be followed by perversion of the sense of
defence of the law; but-not a word of support touch and of the muscular sense in the arms and
from the Medical Council, whose duty it was to legs ; by disordered speech and defective ideation;
see the provisions of the law carried out. The the headache then comes on, and, as it becomes

intensified, nausea gradually sets in.case was appealed (unsuccessfully), but not a word The affection of the sight may consist of mere
from the Council during the months the appeal absence of vision, beginning at the centre or cir-
was pending. cumference of the field of sight. When at the cir-

This brings me to the point at issue, i. e., we cumference, the defect is generally situate to the
Ts brings ampubei posecut. Lt isse,. Re iae right or left of the axis of vision. From the centremust have a public prosecutor. Let the Registrar of the visual field, the blind spot gradually expands,of the Council be appointed, he is the best man, and as it enlarges it gradually clears up in the cen-

whoever he may be ; Dr. Pyne cannot well be tre, and so gradually disappears to the circumfer-
improved upon. Make it his duty, and then our ence. As the blind spot expands, its margin is
friends will know where to send their complaints, often lighted up with spectra variously described as hglirnmering, dazzling, briglht zig-zag lines, corusca-and for whom to gather evidence. We shall then tions, etc. b
obtain something tangible for our yearly fees. It In ten minutes to half an hour, on one or both
is a great pity that this was not included in the sides of the body, numbness and loss of sensibility
Bil, when before the House. But a by-law of the occur, followed by tingling, formication, " pins and CCouile will bee he He i. Buta oftheneedles," felt most distinctly in the hands, tongue, qCouncil will be equally efficacious. and lips. Speech is commonly disordered, theI arn now a practitioner of twenty-sever years aberration in some cases being simply memorial,
standing, and I may therefore, perhaps, be per- in others motorial; in others, again, these two de-
mitted to give one word of advice to my brethren, rangements of speech are more or less combined- a
and it is this: While we should ever cultivate an In other words, one patient forgets his words,
esdrit cors, we ughlso, at all tist iden- another forgets how to utter them, whilst a third Ce..rit de corps, we ought also, at ail tires, to iden- manifests a combination of these two defects. Theretify ourselves, in sympathy and in feeling, with the is, too, loss of memory, confusion of ideas, and a apeople themselves. Qur lives and habits should bewildering feeling, as if the patient were going outbe such as to endear us to the public-not by of his mind. In half an hour or a little longer,sneakmg servilty-but by honorable lives, free these phenomena are followed by headache, which C
from offensive habit as well as vice; and our is generally felt on waking in the morning ; it is at
influence, that of refined Christian gentlemen, first slight, but intensifies till it may become most-cheerful, free and frank,-secret alone as regards severe, indeed, almost unbearable. It affects one t
secrets entrusted to our keeping. Acting thus, we or both brows, and beginning at one spot, gradU-need fear no enemies; as it is now, our worst foes ally extends, till it may involve the greater part Ofare those of our own household. the head. The throbbing, stabbing, cutting, borilg

Yours, &c., pain is increased by movement, noise, light, smells,
V ou s, c., JOHN C LARKE.

Liav smyD 9 8* Read before the Medical Section at the Annual MeetingLegisiative Assembly. Dec. 9 th, 1874 of the British Medical Association in Norwich, August I874'
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Or fod. When the area of pain is limited, the
cOMPlaint is termed clavus. As the pain subsides,
or even during the whole attack, the patient may
SuCer dull or shooting pains in the eye of the
affected side. There is much tenderness of the
scalp during and after an attack.

Throughout the attack, the patient complains of
hauSea, which may be slight, but usually increases,
and, when the pain is at its worst, ends in vomit-
Iîg, which may be severe and prolonged, causing
'4uch prostration; yet occasionally vomiting affords
relief

Lasting a few hours, the whole day, or even two
Or three days, the attack generally ends in calm re-
freshing sleep, but sometimes it gradually subsides
or ends abruptly in vomiting, perspiration, or, more
rarely, a copious flow of tears. The attack may be
'Preceded and followed by very obstinate constipa-
tOn or by diarrhoa, the liquid motions being in80I1ne instances pale, in others of a deep brown,

ahogany colour. Before and after the attack,
ehere is often much dusky discoloration around theCires.

It is now almost universally held that megrim is
ar affection of some part of the nervous centre.

•r. Liveing, to whose exhaustive work I am con-
tderably indebted, considers that, in a typical case,
the disturbance takes place fitst in the optic thala-

, and passes backwards and downwards, reach-
1g to the nucleus of the vagus below ; for, as he
Observes, in a typical seizure, the visual disorder is
dleays the initial symptom, the headache the mid-

aletand the vomiting last. Where morbid intel-
CCtUaI phenomena and disorder of speech occur,
e affection radiates from the thalamus to the hem-

1Pheric ganglia, and, where emotional phenomena
%ur, to the mesocephale.
e 'hough the affection is seated in the nervous

CetItres yet it must be recollected that the fre-
''ency and severity of the attacks both depend on
PetiPheral causes, due to the stomach, intestines,

, Womb, etc. Even when the affection is
tgly developed and the periodic attack recurs

aPParently spontaneously, the seizures may be ren-
dered more frequent and severe by remote exciting
tilles; nay, in many cases, the affection may re-

so slight, that it lies dormant till roused into
tovity by some near or distant irritation, on re-

ving which the seizures altogether cease.
The successful treatment of megrim depends less

e change to be effected in the disordered nervouseitres than on the removal of the existing cause.
e treatment of megrim, therefore, falls under

three heads :
I. The treatmentof the central nervous affection
2. The removal or prevention of exciting causes
3, The treatment of the paroxysm.

fold any remedies act in a twofold or even three
Way. Thus bromide of potassium is often extrrely serviceable in two ways. It is very usefu

in those cases where the seizure is due to uterine
disturbance, as in menorrhagia and dysmenorrhœa.
Sometimes the attacks are more severe and frequent,
arising from the exhausted state of the nervous
system. Perhaps, from overlong town residence,
or from mental troubles, the patient becames irri-
table, depressed, nervous, excitable, with broken
sleep, harassed by dreanis. The ensuing general
depression increases the headache. Now, bromide
of potassium soothes the patient, and, by promoting
refreshing sleep, strengthens the nervous system,
and thus lessens the frequency and severity of the
headaches. Bromide of potassium, moreover, is
serviceable in the paroxysm itself, for it -may pro-
duce several hours' sleep, from which the patient
awakes free from headache.

The pain of megrim is situated in the fifth nerve;
and, remembering how closely megrim is allied to
neuralgia, and how'useful hydrate of croton-chloral
is in facial neuralgia, I have been induced to try this
remedy for the seizures'of megrim, and have found
it useful in cases of which the fôllowing may be
taken as a type.

A woman has been subject for years to nervous
sick headache ; then, owing to some great trouble,
or, to excitement, fatigue, or flooding, or prolonged
suckling, or most frequently at the change of life,
the headache becomes -much more severe. The
headache is continuous for weeks, perhaps months,
but is intensified greatly by fatigue, excitement, or
at the catamenial period. If not actually contin-
uous, the headache comes on daily, lasting, per-
haps, for many hours, or several attacks may each
day occur. The pain is often intense, and whereas,
previously to the worst form of headache, the pain
was probably limited to one bone, it now affects
tboth, and perhaps the greater part of the head.
The skin is generally very tender. There is also
a sensation of bewilderment. or, as some term it,
a stupid headache, and the patient often says she
feels as if she should " go out of her mind." The
sight may be dim, especially during the exacerba-
tions of pain. Some patients of this class are very
excitable and irritable, and are upset with the
slightest noise. Nausea and even severe vomiting
may occur with each exacerbation of the pain.
Five grains of croton-chloral every three hours, or
even oftener, will give in most cases considerable
relief. I need hardly say, that the drug does not
entirely free the patient from her attacks ; 'but, in
one or two days, the pain ceases to be continuous,
then the attacks recur, but only once or twice a
week, the interval gradually extending till an onset
occurs only every week, then about every fortnight,

: or even longer, till the illness assumes its old type
: and periodicity. In some cases, a week's treatment

suffices to bring back the headache to its original
- type of an attack once in three or four weeks.
- Then the croton-chloral appears to be far less ser-

viceable, manifesting but slight effect on the peri-
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odical atacks. In many cases of ordinary periodical
headache, the patients say that, in the milder forms,
the drug distinctly lessens the severity and dura-
tion, but in the severer forms it is without effect,
even when sickness is absent. In those cases
accompanied by severe vomiting and retching,
croton-chloral is useless, being speedily rejected.

Croton-chloral, I have found, will relieve the
slight attacks experienced by some delicate and
nervous women after any slight fatigue or excite-
ment.

In the continuous sick headache just described,
as the pain grows better so the cutaneous tender-
ness disappears. It seems to me that, in many
instances, two kinds of headache coexist, one some-
times predominating, sometimes the other. One
appears due to affection of the cutaneous nerves,
and is generally accompanied by tenderness. Pa-
tients describe the other as a " stupid headache,"
" a feeling of bewilderment," " a bewildering head-
ache." After the dispersion of the first form by
croton.chloral, this stupid headache often continues,
but may ordinarily be relieved by bromide of potas-
sium. Indeed, in many cases, I have found it
useful to combine these remedies.--British Medi-
cal Yournal.

IMPRESSIONS OF AMERICAN SURGERY.

BY JOHN ERIC ERICHSEN, F.R.C.S.,. LONDON.

[We give below some extracts from an address
by Prof. Erichsen of London, on his return from
a visit to the United States during the past sum-
mer ]-Ed.

* * * Surgery in the United States certainly
stands at a very high level of excellence. The hos-
pital surgeons throughout the country have struck
me as being alike practical, progressive, and learn-
ed in a very high degree. In practical skill, and
aptitude for mechanical appliances of all kinds,
they are certainly excelled by no class of practi
tioners in any country. They are thoroughly up
to modern surgery in its most progressive forms,
and I have never met with any class of men who
are so well read and so perfectly acquainted with
all that is done in their profession outside their
own country. It would be a great injustice to
American surgeons for it to be supposed that sur-
gical skill is confined to the large cities or to the
few On the contrary, I know no country in
which, so far as it is possible to judge from con-
temporary medical literature, there is so widely
diffused a high standard of operative skill as in the
country districts and more remote provinces of the
United States. The bent of the mind of the Ame-
rican surgeon is, like ours, practical rather than
scientific ; in fact, there are the same mental cha-

¡ racteristics displayed in him that we find here-the
same self-reliance, the same practical apitude, the
same curative instinct, which leads him to consider
his patient rather as a human being to be rescued
from the effects of disease or injury than as a scien-
tific object to be studied for the advance of profes-
sional knowledge. How, indeed, can it be other-
wise than that there should be such a resemblance?
It is true that in travelling through America one is
struck by the fact that there is a singular combina-
tion of the new and the old-of the strange and
the familiar. That there are differences of a re-
markable character between the New and the Old
World there can be no doubt. I use the word
" different " rather than " foreign " because I feel
it impossible to apply the word " foreign " to an)'
thing American. There are differences in climate,
differences in the physical configuration of the
country. The verdure that clothes its hills and
the vegetation that fertilises its plains are different
from those that we meet with here ; but man, i0
all his characteristics, is exactly the same. There
appears to me, indeed, to be as great, if not a
greater difference between the mental characters-
tics of an Englishman and some of the other inhab-
itants of Great Britain than there is between an or-
dinary Englishman 4nd an American of the Atlantic
cities. It may be truly said, though perhaps in $
sense slightly different from that in which the poet
used the words, that

" Colum non animnum mutant qui trans mare ourrunt."

Those who have crossed the great ocean have
changed their clime, but not their characters.

The similarity that exists between American and
British surgery, and which has struck me very for'
cibly, arises not only from the great resemblance
that exists between the American and the English
character, but from two other causes which have
largely contributed to this end. The Art of Sur
gery is in a great measure traditional. The method
of doing things in surgery is transmitted directly
from the master to the pupil. The American si-
geon of a past generation acquired in this way the
traditionary art of British surgery, and has trals-
mitted it directly to his descendants. Surgeons Of
both nations drew their inspiration frîm the sale
source and drank at the same fountan of know'
ledge. The names of Cooper and the Bells, Of
Liston and of Brodie, are as familiar to the ears Of
American surgeons as they are to those of this
country. I was much struck when visiting the old'
est hospital in the United States-the Pennsylva-
nia Generai Hospital at Philadelphia-by seeing
over the entrance to the operating theatre the pO'
trait of a face that I had often seen delineated il
this country. At first I thought it must be that Of
one of the American surgical worthies of a pst
generation-of Physick or of Mott, of Warren f
of Mutter; but on closer inspection I found that
they were the -well-known features of him who was
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1in his generation facile princeps of British surgery--
Sir Astley Cooper. Not only have British tradi-
tiOns thus penetrated deeply into the surgery of the
ldlited States, but the modern American surgeon
derives his information from the same sources as
does his British contemporary. THE LANCET iS
reprinted, and is as widely circulated in the States
as in this country; and I find in my own case that
"Y pupils in America are probably more numerous
than those in Great Britain. One of the great ad-
antages-and it :s a very great one-that an Eng-

lish writer enjoys is that he addresses eighty mil-
. ns of people, and that his works are not only

disseminated throughout his own country, but, if
Of any value or importance, are eagerly sought after
by that stili larger body of readers existing in the

Greater Britain " which now encircles the globe.
And if it be true, as has been said, that the judg-
Inent.of enlightened foreign cantemporaries is an
afnticipation of that which posterity will give, he
'aY possibly have a. foreshadowing of the verdict
that a future generation of his own countrymen
will pass upon him, in the estimate in which he is
boW held amongst those who inhabit the regionsbeyond the Atlantic.

Surgical practice in America does not differ in
any very essential respect from that adopted here.

here are necessarily some modifications, and
!fny ingenious appliances ; but essentially there
1s n0 greater difference between American and
Pflglish surgery generally than is to be found be-
tween the practice adopted in any two London
bospitals.

The treatment of wounds is sufficiently simple,
d presents nothing peculiar. I observe that

erican surgeons are careful about the drainage
Wounds, and employ drainage tubes or similar

aPPliances freely.
Antiseptics " do not appear to be much, if at

.employed ; at least, in a methodical form. Car-
bOhec acid in the form of lotion or wash is com-

O11nly used. Indeed, antiseptics are not so much

oeeded in the American hospitals as in ours. The
Object of antiseptics is to prevent the contamina-
tO" of a wound by septic impurities from without.These sources of contamination do not exist in
such hospitals as those that I have been describing
to the same extent that they do in less perfectly
eonstructed and less hygienically conducted estab-
1lsbnhents, and hence antiseptics are proportionately

s leeded. In America it is attempted to accom-
Plish by improved construction of hospitals, and
by Close attention to hygienic requirements, those

atresults which we are here driven to attain by
antiseptic" methods of treatment. In, conse-Uience of the ignorance in all matters that relate
the hygiene of hospitals that prevails amongste architects and managers of these institutions,
u ljndue burden of anxiety, responsibility, and
is thrown upon the surgeon, who is now un-

ceasingly engaged in combating septic disease; and
in order to keep down that rate of mortality which
is the direct consequence of septic hospital influ-
ences he is driven to the employment of elaborate
and complicated methods of antiseptic treatment.
Cleanliness in its broadest sense is the best and
most efficient antiseptic. If the constructors and
conductors of hospitals were acquainted with or
would adopt those hygienic rules on which hospi-
tals should be built and managed, if hospitals were
not overcrowded, if the system of ventilation was
perfect, if there was a continuous water-supply, a
proper isolation of wards and distribution of pa-
tients, the causes of septic diseases would not be
generated. Those foul and filth-begotten diseases,
pyæmia and hospital gangrene, would disappear,
and antiseptics, in the absence of septic influences,
would become unnecessary. Contamination of
hospital air would be prevented ; we should not, as
now under defective hygienic arrangements, first
allow the pollution to take place, and then be dri-
ven to the use of antiseptics in order to prevent
infection of wounds by the already septic-laden at-
mosphere. Under the present system we begin at
the wrong. end. Instead of preventing the possi-
bility of atmospheric contamination by perfect hos-
pital higiene, we allow the septic poison to be
engendered, and then, before it can be implanted
on the wound, seek to destroy it by the employ-
ment of chemical agents.-The Lancet.

ACTION OF DIGITALIS.

When digitalis is administered to man, the first
thing we observe is a diminution in the number of
heart-beats and an alteration of the character of
the pulse, which becomes full, and hard, and
strong. You can recognize by the feel of the blood-
wave that both the force of the contraction of the
heart and the amount of blood thrown out during
the systole are increased. If the drug is given in
poisonous doses the pulse may, it is true, become
rapid, and smaller than normal. The meaning of
this can be explained by referring again to the
animal. We find that here the same phenomena
are observed, and that if a very large dose is given
the heart may be suddenly arrested in systole
fromu irritation of the cardiac muscle ; before this
happens, for a time, the tendency to contract is so
great that the systole will occur before the complete
filling up of the cavities. Two short imperfect
waves are thus produced instead of one long one :
this is the double beat,-forming a dicrotic pulse.
In man the " dicrotic pulse" of digitalis is classical,
and its mechanism is evidently the same as that
of the double arterial wave in the lower animals :
instead of a long pause and a full dilatation, the
first attempt at diastole is interrupted by an
abortive systolic contraction. As in animals, pro-
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bably in these cases also, the apex of the heart
scarcely relaxes at all. Again, a person under the
influence of digitalis may have a heart beating 50
or 6o per minute when in the recumbent posture,
but on sitting up the pulse may suddenly become
weak and mount to i oo or 120. The action of
digitalis has been carried into such a case to the
point at which an excess will throw stimulation into
overstimulation and imperfect contraction. The
act of rising brings an extra strain on the heart, and
the muscle loses its power of regular action.

Digitalis, then, in man, by its action on the in-
hibitory apparatus, prolongs the period of diastole,
thus giving time for the ventricles to fill up with
more blood than usual, and also increases the
muscular power of the heart, so that when it
contracts, a greater volume of blood is thrown with
a greater force in the arterial system. Before we
begin to apply these principles, remember also
that the vascular system under the control of the
vaso-motor nerves is probably kept in a state of
contraction by the influence of digitalis.

Almost nothing but common sense is needed
now to apply these facts to the treatment of heart-
diseases. If what has been said is true, digitalis
ought to be useful when there is a deficiency of
heart-power. Remember that it is not a rag that
will stop up a leak ; and do not fall into the
common error of expecting the drug to perform
impossibilities. It cannot tighten a leaking valve.
It cannot open and smooth down a contracted
orifice. In other words, in valvular lesions it can
only indirectly remedy the detects ; and, although
often you will get the most surprising results from
its use, yet in every case of valvular lesion there
comes, sooner or later, a stage when digitalis is
powerless. It is when the valves are healthy, and
the cardiac failure is due simply to weakness of
the muscular walls, that digitalis exerts its most
wonderful powers. Nothing is more marvellous in
olinical medicine than the relief you can sometimes
rapidly afford in cases of simple dilatation of the
heart.-Md. 2'imes.

SIR JAMES PAGE
AND

At the meeting of t
tion, Sir James Paget
on surgery, delivere
observed that in the
the blood and estimat
it. There were few
might not be bled to
almost unconscious
hospitalities they mîg
(A laugh.) Referring
James observed that
largely administered.

large number of the cases of which the real nature
was not at that time discerned, and in a large pro-
portion of the chronic diseases of internal organs
which we now assigned to syphilis. Years ago
there was no suspicion that syphilis affected anY
but the external parts. We knew now a multitude
of syphilitic affections of the liver, of the lungs, Of
the spleen, and many more still of the nervous
system, which formerly were vaguely put down tO
chronic inflammation of unknown origin, or tO
tumors, thickenings, or productions of substances
which needed to be absorbed. At the present tiie
we were rather apt to think that pathology should
be the guide of therapeutics, while there was a
large number of cases in which therapeutics should
rather be the guide of pathology. The fact that a
medicine cured a given disease was as much a
fact and quite as significant a one as the employ-
ment of a chemical test for discerning the nature
of a solution. It could be repeated from time tO
time, and with the same results. There was
hardly anything in the chemistry of compleX
bodies more sure than that quinine cured ague and
a large number of periodic diseases. As with
quinine, so with mercury. If in his youth the
value of therapeutic tests for indicating disease
had been fairly estimated, we should have corne
many years sooner than we did to a knowledge of
the syphilitic nature of a large number of internal
chronic diseases. We were, he believed, tOO
much under the guidance of what might be justlY
called inferetitial therapeutics. Because we kneW
something of pathology we might, therefore,
proceed at once from pathology to the knowledge
of the remedies of disease. It was a fair method
of study if it were not carried to excess, but it
should be studied side by side with the other fact
that therapeutics might just as fairly be a guide tO
pathological knowledge.-Pacîc Medical and Sur-
gital Yournal.

AILANTHUS GLANDULOSA IN DYNRY--fr•
Robert, medical chief of the British navy in China,
extols the bark of the root of this tree as superior
to ipecacuanha or any other drug in the treatmentT ON BLOOIXLETTING of dysentery. It is intensely bitter, like quinia,MERCURY. and produces vomiting when freely used. Dr.
Robert found the dried bark of the root as good ashe British Medical Associa- the recent. • The Chinese physicians who emploY

, as President of the section it give a cup of the strong infusion twice a day-d an able address. He The tree grows luxuriantly in all parts of thepresent day we over-valued United States, having been introduced for theed too cautiously the loss of purpose of shade. It is a very rapid grower, andpersons in the room who propagates itself abundantly by shoots from thefainting, and to-morrow be root. being almost a nuisance in this respect Theit ; perhaps in this week of tree is quite common in California, and is known
ht even be the better for it. as the Ailanthus or Pride of China. Some further
to the use of mercury, Sir account of its rernedial application may be found
in his youth mercury was 1 in the American Yournal of Pharmacy for June,It propably did good in a 1874.-Pacific Med. Yournal.
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THE PATHOLOGY OF THE BLOOD.

M. Laptschinsky, of St. Petersburg, contributes
a Paper to the Centralblatt on the microscopic
changes undergone by blood in various diseases.
lie finds that in various diseases in which marked
febrile symptoms are present, the microscopic
asPect of the blood is essentially different from
that of health. The changes consist in the blood-
Corpuscles not running into regularly formed
rouleaux, but accumulating in heaps or clumps of
varous size and shape. The individual blood-
corpuscles frequently appear swollen and cloudy,
and their contours less distinct than natural.
Small corpuscles, one third of the normal size, are
often met with, some of which exhibit a more
itense colour than natural, whilst others are coin-
Pletely pale. In the interspaces of the clumps of
red corpuscles, great numbers of white corpuscles
'aY be seen, often coalescing to forin groups of
from 3 to 8. In typhus he counted from 6o to 8o,
and more in one field of vision: in cholera froin
l'O to 130. Careful enumeration of the relative

I1urnbers of white and red corpuscles four days
after death in the above cases showed that there
*as i white to 6o red corpuscles in the case
of*typhus, and i white to 23 colured in the case of
Cholera. In a very anæmic woman, suffering from
8uPPuration in the knee-joint, the proportion of the
White rose to I to 13 red. The white corpuscles
l' these cases presented unusually active and exten-
8ive amœboid movements. The npclei of the
colourless corpuscles took a part in the amoboid
%vements, and could be seen altering their
Position and fori in the interior of the white
cOrpuscles. The thorn-apple or horse-chesrut-like

0o of red corpuscles he did not findto be unusually
f49uent. He found, however, large quantities of
9 niular or detritus-like material in the blood of
febrile, but not much in the blood of cachetic and
alic, patients. From this enumeration he feels

tisfied that in febrile disease, and in Bright's
4sease, the conversion or development of white
CorPuscles into red is either materially retarded or
s entirely arrested.-The Lancet.

CONGENITAL HYDROCELE.

IOTEs ON CLINIC BY PROF. GROSS, PHILADELHHIA.

This child, three months old, has had a swelling
n the left side of the scrotum ever since he was

•il The tumor is not soft and gaseous, as
% the tumor upon the child that has just been
hefore us.

The testis is not at the inferior extremity of the
turor, as in the other case. Pressure does not
*ad1ce the tumor. The tumor never disappears,18 sometimes smaller than at other times.

When the integument is tightened over the tumor,
a certain amount of translucency becomes apparent.
This could be more perfectly demonstrated by
placing a light between the tumor and a dark
background ; but the present examination will
suffice.

In this affection, which we may call hydrocele,
the testis is at the posterior part of the tumor, not
below ; although there are exceptional cases to this
general ruie. As a rule, the testis is situated at
the junction of the inferior with the middle third of
the scrotal tumor, but nearer to the bottoin of the
tumor than to the upper extremity. In hydrocele
the tumor cannot be diminished in size by pressure,
as in the reducible hernia. The tumor may vary
somewhat in its bulk, depending upon the state of
the system and the condition of the absorbent
vessels ; hence there is occasionally a diminution
in the quantity of water that the tumor may contain ;
but the tumor may be said to remain in the saie
condition, and gradually increasing in bulk.

The tumor in this case is not conical, as in the
other case, but is quite globular; this, however, is
a mere accidental circumstance. In a case like
this there is no material change in the overlying
structures and integument ; but in both the hydrocle
and hernia there is usually considerable stretching
of the integument. The spermatic cord is usually
felt at the upper portion of a hydrocele without
difficulty, and it is only when the tumor extends
into the inguinal canal that there is any difficulty
experienced in its detection ; but in hernia the
spermatic cord is posterior to the bowel and omen-
tum, and is usually felt in that position. In hernia
we find also that the tumor is more in the groin
than is the case with hydrocle. There is more or
less of fluctuation in the hydrocele, whereas in the
hernia there is never anything of that kind at all.
In the hernia the contents of the tumor feel gaseous
because the bowel contains more or less of air ; and
in the reducible variety there is always a gurgling,
croaking noise when the reduction is made. When-
ever there is any doubt with regard to diagnosis,
the exploring-needle at once relieves that doubt.
The best exploring-needle that can be used in these
cases is the common sewing needle or a cataract
needle.

(At this point a fine cambric needle was intro-
duced, and water oozed from the puncture.)

The fluid which is at present in these fluids is
perfectly clear, is saline in its taste, and coagulable
by heat, alcohol, and acids. It is simply the serun
of the blood, and has accumulated in this sac
because there was a loss of balance in the secreting
and absorbing vessels. In rthe natural state this
balance is prèserved, and the vaginal tunic is simply
lubricated. Nothing more need be done in way
of treatinent to-day than'the simpleipuncture that
has been made. Several punctures of this Wind
may occasionally, in cases of recent standing, pro-
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duce a radical cure. The external applications
that may be made, and in many cases with benefit,
are quite numerous, and among them the following
may be regarded as the most serviceable.:

-- Tr. Iodini ..... .... One part.
Alcohol .. . . . ......... Six or eight parts.--M.

Strong solutions of Goulard's extract, or acetate
of lead or of alum, are also not unfrequently
employed.

When the case is obstinate, the best plan of treat-
ment is to traverse the interior of the sac with one
solitary, delicate, well-waxed silk thread, and allow-
ing it to remain for a period of eighteen to twenty-
four hours ; but no longer than twenty-four hours
in any case. For, delicate as the operation is, it is
harsh enough to excite sufficient inflammatory
action and effusion of lymph to glue together
the sides of the sac.

When the case is cured by means of external
applications, it is not unlikely to occur as the result
simply of restoration of balance between the
secernent and absorbent powers of the vessel.-
Med. Record.

THE RADICAL TREATMENT OF HYDRO
CELE. BY INJECTION OF CARBOLIC
ACID.

A man came to the hospital suffering from a
hydrocele of the vaginal tunic of the testicle on the
right side, which he stated first began to trouble
hum a year previous. Six weeks before admission
it had been tapped, and more than a pint of fluid
was drawn off, but it rapidly re-developed, and he
accordingly presentcd himself for radical treat-
ment.

As the ordinary mode of treating hydrocele by
injecting tincture of iodine into the sac is some-
times unsuccessful, and at other times is followed
by an excessive degree of inflammation, and even
by suppuration, it was determined to employ car-
bolic acid as an irritant, which would it is believed,
excite sufficient inflammatory action, and yet, as it
checks the formation of pus when externally ap-
plied, would have a tendency to limit the inflam-
mation in the sac within the degree of suppuration.

After the serous fluid, which amounted to a
pint, had been drawn off by the trocar the operator
injected into the vaginal tunic two fluidrachms of
a solution of carbolic acid in glycerin, in the pro-
portion of one part by weight of crystallized acid
to two of the menstruum. He then, by manipula-
tion, brought the fluid in contact with every portion
of the serous surface, in order that the approximat-
ed sides of the sac might be rendered adherent by
lymph thrown out upon the supervention of plastic
imflammation. The patient did not experience
any pain whatever from the introduction of the

fluid, such as is the case when tincture of iodine
is injected, and which is severe and extends along
the course of the genito-crural nerve. It was
thought that this painlessness of the procedure
might be due to the fact that carbolic acid is
capable of inducing local anæsthesia.

At the end of twenty-four hours the tumor was
quite large, but had rather a doughy feel, and
there seemed to be more inflammation present tha
generally exists one day after the usual iodine in-
jection has been used ; but the swelling was
neither painful to the patient nor very sensitive tO
pressure.

The remarkable feature of the case is the almost
entire absence of pain in this method of treating
hydrocele.

Carbolic acid seems theoretically to meet all
the requirements of the radical cure of hydrocele;
but it will require continued experience to deter-
mine the practical value of this new method of
treatment.-Dr. Levis, Penn. Hospital, Souther
Med, Record.

JABORANDI.-M. Coutinho, of Rio Janeiro, de-
scribes in the yournal de Therapeutigue, No. 51'
161, the eflects of a Brazilian plant, known to the
natives as jaborandi. It appears to be by far the
most powerful diaphoretic knqwn, not depending
for its powers, like most other diaphoretics, i0
great part upon the heat of the menstrum. It rnaY
be taken in cold infusion. The salivary secretion
is also greatly increased, so that the patient is fora
time almost unable to speak, so rapidly does his
mouth fill with fluid. The bronchial secretion is
also augmented.

M. Gubler, the editor of the periodical just
quoted, has confirmed the observatioms of Dr.
Coutinho. He has several times collected a litre
(about a quart) or more of saliva in less than twO
hours. One of his pupils who perspires with great
difficulty, obtained a sweat by taking, while sitting
up, a cup of the infusion scarcely warm. He saY$
that the plant brought by Dr. Coutinho is the first
undoubted example of a diaphoretic truly worthy
of the name, that is to say, a drug having the
power directly to provoke the secretion of the
sweat by a special stimulation of the sudoriparolL 5

apparatus.
The specimens brought by Dr. Coutinho, havin1g

no flowers, could not easily be identified ; but,
from a comparison with a collection of Brazilian
plants, it appears that jaborandi is identical with a
species of the family rutaceæ, the pilocarpus Pi"'
natus, growing in the province of St. Paul in Bra·il.

Rabuteau (L' Union Médicale, 1874, No. 45'
and Centralblatt, 1 874, p. 528) has still further co'
firmed, by experiments upon himself, the state-
ments of Coutinho.-Boston Med. and Surg. 'T*
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PERICARDITIS WITH EFFUSION; ASPIR- 8

ATION OF PERICARDIUM. a

Y T. H. BARTLEET, F.R.C.S., SURGEON TO THE GEN-

ERAL HOSPITAL, BIRMINGHAM. d

Dr. Harvey, under whose care the case is, r
reports that the patient, Henry H-, aged
tenty, had been for fourteen days suffering from
acute rheumatism, but under his care for four
days only. Symptoms of pericarditis were ob-
served on Dr. Harvey's first visit. On Nov. 13 th
he found the patient suffening from urgent dyspnoa. t
There was a considerably increased area of cardiac

r
dulness and marked failure of pulse. At noon on
Nov. 13 th Dr. Russell saw the patient with Dr.
11arvey, and reports: Very feeble and rapid pulse; i
Very rapid breathing ; much dyspœa.

Cardiac dulness extended to one inch to the right
Of the sternum and to the upper border of the first
rib above, though here the dulness was not com-
Plete. The limit of the dulness on the left side
Was uncertain, owing to effusion in the chest. On
aulscultation, the heaTt-sounds were very feeble and
distant ; no friction-sound. There was a faint
initral bruit. The character of the heart-sounds

las not affected by posture. The impulse of the
heart could not be felt, otherwise than as an ill-
defined movement of the chestwall at the region of
the apex, spreading over a space the size of a
crown-piece. The history of cardiac disorder at a
fOrmner period suggested the possibilityof pericardial.
adhesion.

At 8 P.M. on Nov. 13th aspiration was perform-
ed. A No. 2 aspirator needle, unguarded, was
Ilsed. This was passed in the intercostal space
between the fourth and fifth ribs, two inches to the
left of the central line of the sternum. The needle
was used as an exhausted needle ; and directly the
Pericardium was penetrated, as shown by fluid
freely passing into the aspirator, the point of the
Ileedle was pressed up against the chest-wall as
Closely as possible. The fluid flowed freely to
furteen ounces, and then stopped flowing. It
Was deeply tinged with blood, and deposited
8peedily a scanty coagulum, and subsequently a
layer of blood debris. The supernatant fluid,
still somewhat tinged, had a specific gravity of 1024.

During the latter part of the operation it was
noticed by all present that the needle could be felt
When held by the finger to be moved with the
e0ntraction of the heart. The patient was breath-
ing deeply from pain or excitement, and thus pre-
Vented any cardiographic movements of the needle

lflg seen. During and for half an hour after the
operation the patient complained of severe aching

n This ceased after a dose of fifteen minims
Ou hq. opii. After the operation the line of dulness
had receded to close upon the middle line of the

ternum. The subclavian dulness had not dis-
ppeared, but was much less marked.

Nov. 14th.-Had passed a good night. Dr.
Harvey thought the dulness a little increasing.

15th.-Reported considerably better. Lying
own with ease ; no dyspnœa; marked improve-
nent in his look ; pericardial dulness hardly
eaches the right edge of the sternum. The first
nd second intercostal spaces are clear; third rib
artly so.

Dec. 3rd.-Dr. Harvey reports that the pericar-
ial dulness has nearly disappeared, and (he
pleuritic fluid has been mostly absorbed. Now
hat the heart-sounds can be plainly heard, a loud
egurgitant mitral sound is developed.

1oth.-Dr. Harvey reports to-day that the patient
s able to sit up and walk about in the house.

Remarks.-This case shows the ease and safety
with which paracentesis pericardii can be perform-
ed, for the relief of urgent symptoms resulting
directly or indirectly from pericardial effusion.
There was no difficulty in the operation itself, nor
wfas there any subsequent symptom to mar the
steady progress of the case to recovery. One point
more is of especial interest-namely, that no
peculiar or unfavourable importance need be attach-
ed to a free admixture of the blood with the fluid
withdrawn-The Lancet.

PODOPHYLLIN FoR ACUTE RHEUMATISM.-Dr.
R. F. Dyer, of Ottawa, Illinois, says that about
five years ago he discovered that the active prin-
ciple of podophyllum peltatum promptly relieves
the pains in acute rheumatism. He usually follows
it with the " alkaline treatment," and if the pains
return, he recurs to the podophyllin. He com-
mences with light doses, combined with Dover's
powder at intervals of two to four hours until the
bowels are moved very freely several times, and has
been frequently astonished at the amount required
to effect this. In some cases, he has given it in
broken doses for three days before it took effect.
The more severe the case, the more it required.
While the bowels could be acted upon easily by
other remedies, the action of this was delayed.
Sometimes two or three evacuations relieved; ai
others it required eight or ten. After the bowels
are evacuated, if relief be not obtained, he continues
the use of the medicine in broken doses, not large
enough to produce vomiting. If the pain return
in two or threc days, he repeats the treatment. He
has thought that perhaps it was the free purgation
that afforded relief, but upon trying active catharsis
from other remedies, he is fully satisfied that there
is some specific influence exerted by the podophyl-
lin. Having fully tested this remedy for the past
five years, he now recommends it to the profession.
-American yournalof Medical &iences, July, 1874
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TREATMENT OF UTERINE FIBROID BY HYPODER-
MIC INJECTIONS OF ERGOTINE.-Dr. Theophilus
Parvin records (American Practitioner, May, 1874)
three cases of uterine fibroid, in which marked
benefit followed the hypodermic administration of
ergot. In all the cases heretofore treated, so far,
as Dr. Parvin knows, the ergotine has been admin-
istered with glycerine, which Dr. J. T. Bowls, of
Knightstown, Indiana, states to be a needless, and
maybe injurious, addition, causing in some cases
painful inflammation and threatening abscesses,
which was not observed when the glycerine iwas
omitted, and the efliciency of the injection was
not found to be lessened.-Dr. A. Reeves Jackson
reported to the Chicago Society of Physicians and
Surgeons (Chicago Medical Yourna4 June. 1874)five cases of fibrous tumor of the uterus treated bythe method of Hildebrandt, and in three of them
with decidedly favourable results. Dr. Jackson
obtained the best results from a solution prepared
according to the following form : " Fifty grains of
the extract (Squibb's) are dissolved in two hundred
and fifty minims of water, the solution filtered and
made up to three hundred minims, by passing water
through the filter to wash it and the residue upon
it. It represents ergot, grain for minim, free from
alcohol or other irritating substance." Latterly
he has used this solution exclusively, and thus far
has seen no irritition, pain, or inflammation result,
from it. He no longer selects the abdomen as the
site for injection. Although some parts of the,
abdominal wall-as about the umbilicus, for ex-;
ample-may be less sensitive to puncture than
others, yet al parts of it are more sensitive than
the deltoid region; and, inasmuch as the latter is
more convenient, and the injections placed there
equally efficacious, he now habitually selects ýthe
arm in preference to any other part of the body.-
Another case was reported to the Society by ýDr.
J. H. Ethridge, three by Dr. H. P. Merriman,,and
one by Dr. S. Fisher, in all of which beneficial
results followed the hypodermic use of ergotine.-
American Yournal of Medical Sciences, July, 1874.

No ANTAGONISM BETWEEN STRYCHNIA AND
MoRPHIA.-The opinion that the life of animals
poisoned by strychnia may be saved by morphia,
was not supported by recent experiments made
with animals. Dr. Froehlick, under the guidance
of Prof. Rossbach, undertook to examine )the
behaviour of rabbits, placed under the influence of
the alkaloids. He fixed the smallest lethal dose of
strychnia and morphia, administered then first
either the strychnia, and after some time .the
morphia, or vice versa. The animals were taken
by tetanic cramps and died. When a mediate or
deep morphia narcosis was obtained, the action
of strychnia was more striking.-Schmidt's yahrb.,
ruly, 1874.-Ddroit Med. Review.

It is contemplated to erect a memorial statue in
honor of Ephraim McDowell, M.D., of Kentucky,
thefounder of ovariotomy. The appeal for aid tO
the project is first made to the women of the world
who have been rescued by ovariotomy; next to
the members of the medical profession, whose re-
sources, have been so greatly increased ; lastly to,all who appreciate this advance in surgery, and its
originator as worthy of the gratitude o the humal
race. All contributions to the memorial fund
should be sent bf money order or registered letter,
addressed to Dr. James M. Kellar. No. 58 Greenl
Street, Louisville, Ky., who has been appointed-
secretary and treasurer by the committee.-(Bston
Med. and Svrg. 7ournal.

A DIFFIcULTY IN FRTAL AuSCULTATION.-Dr.
J. Braxton Hicks calls attention to a point with re-
gard to the diagnosis of pregnacy and the life of
the fœtus, by means of the existence of the fotal
heart-sounds-which he had not unfrequently ob-
served in the course of his practice, but which he
does not remember to have seen in print-and
summed up his observations as follows : First,
that the number of vibrations of the abdominal
muscles in a state of half-suspension can be dis-
tinctly counted, watch in hand; second, that
their number and sound is so like those of a very
rapid fotal heart that they may be mistaken for
them.-Piladelphia Medical Reporter-Medical
Examiner.

TREATMENT OF SPASMODIc ASTHMA.-Dr. Julio J.
Lamadrid recommends the combination of chloral
hydrate with the bromide of potassium in the
treatment of spasmodic asthma. The following isthe formula which he employs:

e-Chloral hydrat...... ...... 3j.
Potassi bromide. .. ijss.
Syr. flor. aurantii,
Aqe dest., aa..... .. .f. gi.

Sig. A teaspoonful in half a wineglass of water
every two hours, until sleep is induced or dyspnea
is relieved.-Phila. Med. Times, Aug. 29, 1874.

FUNCTION OF THE OPTIc THALAMI.-Professor
Fothnagel, of Freyburg, gives in a reeent number
of the Centralbatt the results of a series of expel'
ments he has performed on rabbits to determine
the functions of the optic thalami. They are--·
That these ganglia have nothing whatever to do
with the innervation of the voluntary movements.
2. After their extirpation no indications can b'
obtained of any direct disturbance of the sensibility
of the skin. 3. They appear to have immediat
relation to the muscular sense.
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CROuP.-What are diseases which tan simulate

coup ?
Dr. H. Roger, of Paris, gives the following reply

to this question.
I. (Edema of the larynx; but it is exceedingly

re amongst children, and by the examination of
te superior part of the aryteno-epiglottic folds all
doubt is removed.

2. The introduction of foreign bodies, such as a
eherry-stone, a bean, &c. ; but there is no fever
esides, recollection comes in aid, as well as the

Other signs of which we have spoken.
3. Retro-pharyngeal abscess, which gives rise to

these symptoms-cough, fever, difficulty of respira-
ton, suffocation ; but the examination of the throat

ffices to put an end to all idea of croup.-The
ctor.
SOOTHING APPLICATION IN HERPES ZOSTER.-

L--Collodion, 3 j;
Morphiæ muriat., gr. viij:-M.

To be painted over the vesicles without break-
"g them open.

REMOVAL OF THE UTERUS AND ITS
APPENDAGES FOR FIBRO-CYSTIC

TUMOR.

HE. . TRENHOLME, M.D., B.C.L,, Prof. of Midwifery
%d Diseases of Women and Children, Bishop's College,
Montreai.

k before the Medico-Chirurgical Society of Mpntreal.

SMiss Isabella Buchanan, aged 33 years, born in
fiantford, Ontario, was examined by me for the
"8t timle, in October, 1873, prc.senting a healthy

aePearance, of medium height and dark com-
Plexion, but somewhat spare in flesh. On special

mxanination a large globular tumor occupied the
abdOninal cavity, the abdominal walls very thin,
kid the skin over the tumor marked by numerous
8'lver lines due to extreme distention ; a dark line
extends down the middle, and the superficial veinsdilated; areolæ of both nipples dark and well
*arked. The tumor is firm, appears non-adherent,
a it can be freely moved in all directions. Per-
etssion elicits a dull note, and a small collection

111Uid detected at upper part. Tenderness on
Pressure at the sides. Measurements are as fol-

:-Girth at umbilicus, 41 inches ; ensiform
cat1Iae to umbilicus, 9 inches ; from latter to
%Mphysis, i i inches ; from right ant. sup. spinous
Poess to umbilicus, 1o% inches ; from left ditto

ditto, 9/ inches. Vagina greatly elongated
d. POinting to left side. Uterus cannot . be

bght into view with the speculum, and alsobeyond reach of finger, except when standing with
e left leg somewhat elevated. The uterus and

a t Ovary can be felt on the left side of the
oen, over the tumor, betore and during men-

tion; left ovary not felt. The menses began

when fourteen years old, and have always been
regular, but painful, till. the appearance of the
tumor, since which time they have been free from
pain. During the menstrual flow cannot lie on the
left side ; at other times can rest equally on either
side. Urinary organs in good order. The bladder
is expanded upwards above the pubes, and when
the urine does not flow freely it is readily expelled
by pressure of the hand. Digestion and appetite
good; bowels regular, but for some months has
been troubled with flatulence.

HISTORY. Is of healthy parentage on the side
of both father and mother ; all her relatives are in
good health.

The present ill health began in September,
1870, at which time she had an attack of what her
physician called " gravel and inflammation of the
bladder." After recovery from this sickness, she
felt a growth in the left groin, which gradually in-
creased in size. In 1871 the tumor grew rapidly
and extended toward the right side. During the
year had a slight leucorrhol discharge, but, other-
wise suffered no inconvenience.

In February, 1872, had an attack of menorr-
hagia, which recurred again in May of the same
year, and three or four times since ; the last of
which was in July 1873. She continued in good
health from this time to the end of January 1874,
when an offensive vaginal discharge made its
appearance, which gradually increased in quantity
till the last week of the following month (February),
when she had what she called a congestive chill,
followed by high fever and profuse perspiration. The
patient's'flesh and strength now rapidly failed..
Night sweats set in ; the vaginal discharge has con-
tinued and is of a highly offensive odor. The
menstrual flow is always preceded and accompanied
by abdominal distention and intense pain. There
are also continuous nausea, a fotid exhalation from,
the skin, and a fætid breath.

Diagnosis.-That the tumor is fibro cystic,involv-
ing the body of the uterus toward the left side;
that the ovaries are intact ; and that a communica-
tion exists between the cavity of the uterus and a
suppurating cyst of the tumor.

Prognosis.-From the decided failure in flesh
and-strength, since seen last fall, the presence of a
suppurating cyst, the increasing agony and disten-
tion of the abdomen during every monthly period,
the incipient urinary disorder, and the depression
of spirits, I judged that the present state of things
could not last more than two or three months
before death would supervene. When seen during
last fall, I refused to operate so long as she could
enjoy life, and as she had reached the limit of that
period I now, at her earnest solicitation, concluded
to remôve the tumor, together with the uterus and
its appendages. The condition of the urine in-
dicated the administration of carbonate of lithia,
(effervescing) for some days oefore operating.
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OPERATION.-On the I2th of June, 1874 assisted
by Drs. Hingston, Kennedy, & Gardner and in the
presence of several other physicians-the operation
was commenced by making an exploratory incision
in the mesial line to the extent of about six inches-
the upper end of the incision reaching to within
one inch of the umbilicus. The subjacent tissues
were then carefully divided on a director. On
opening the abdomen it was found that the peri-
toneum was extensively adherent to the whole
surface of tumor. During this part of the operation
many small bleeding points appeared, but were
perfectly controlled by the unsparing use of Pean's
forceps. The adhesions on the anterior surface
being now all separated, Wells' trocar was introduc-
ed at a point where there seemed to be indistinct
fluctuation, but no fluid obtained. It was then
found necessary to extend the incision 2y/ inches
above the umbilicus, and downward to within 2
inches of the pubes, in all making an incision of
about 13 inches in length. The adhesions on its
posterior surface were also found to be numerous.
The tumor was then firmly grasped by the operator,
and elevated from below upwards and forwards-
adhesions were separated, and the uterine ligaments
divided by the actual cautery. Whenever it became
necessary to ligate vessels that were divided during
the operation, fine flaxen carbolized ligatures were
employed, and the ends cut off near the knot.
About forty such ligatures were used and left in the
cavity of the abdomen. The separation of all ad-
hesions, among which was an attachment of the
bowels about ten inches in extent, being accomplish-
ed, the tumor was elevated, and the vessels by
which it had been nourished-passing from behind
forwards to the posterior surface of the uterus just
about the junction of the fundus with the cervix
uteri, and on the left side-were secured ; and
strong carbolized linen ligatures applied and cut
short, and the vessels divided. A triangular piece
of peritoneum, three inches long and two broad (at
the wide end) was torn from its connections-by
the weight of the tumor-and removed. The
tumor was then drawn upwards and backwards to
bring into view the cervix uteri, which was found
much elongated. The position of.the ostium ex-
ternum was next ascertained by external palpation.
The vagina was observed to be much elongated
likewise. A bougie about three-fourths of an inch
in diameter was then introduced into the vagina, so
as to elevate the pedicle, which was now transfix-
ed with a long curved needle armed with a strong
hempen ligature. The two halves were then secure-
ly ligated, and the wire écraseur applied about one-
third of an inch above the ligatures. A few re-
volutions of the handle of that instrument sufficed
for the constriction of the pedicle, which was then
divided just above the constricted portion, and the
tumor thus extirpated in two hours and fifteen
minutes from first incision. The parts in the

neighborhood of the wound were now carefully
sponged, and the abdominal cavity cleared of clots
of blood and other foreign matter-carbolized
sponges being constantly used. Considerable
oozing, deep down in the right inguinal region, soonbecame apparent. It was ascertained to be arterial,
and the bleeding vessel was secured and ligated-
the ends of the ligature being cut off short near the
knot, in this as in every other instance of ligation.
The edges of the wound were brought together and
closed by eight deep sutures of strong carbolized
linen, and superficially by the same number of
horsehair sutures. The pedicle was transfixed by
two steel pins acrors the abdomen, the one in the
centre and the other in the upper edge of the
pedicle embracing the incision on each side ; theécraseur was left as an additional security to pre-vent removal of the pedicle from between the edgesof the wound. The cut surface of the pedicle was
then smeared over with carbolic acid and perchlo-
ride of iron. The wound was covered with two
layers of carbolized lint and secured by broad strapsof adhesive plaster, passed from ide to side.
Cotton wool was placed over the adomen and
'secured by a flannel bandage about ten inches wide.
The patient's pulse at this time, as well as about
half an hour previously, had become very weak,
ahernately flagging and reviving. Brandy wasadministered about every ten minutes, until the
pulse grew stronger and fuller. She was not re-
moved from the table until reaction had com-
menced, when she was put to bed-the bed-linen
having been previously well-warmed-and hot
bricks applied to her feet. She was then warnily
covered with blankets. The temperature of the
room had been made sufficiently warm and
comfortable by a fire which was kindled for the
purpose of heating the cautery irons.

AFTER TREATMENT.-After being confortably
placed in bed, a quarter grain dose of morph. mur.
was administered against my judgment, at the
urgent advice of some medical friends. Slept for
a few moments at a time up to 4 p.m., when
vomiting supervened, for which tincture of aconite
was administered every hour with good effect.

At io p.m. drew off 3ij of urine,and as the skin
was acting well and temperature and pulse high ;omitted aconite, and gave brandy and veratrurg
viride. Vomited but once since four o'clock.

13th, (2nd day,) i a.m.-Slept quietely for the
last three-quarters of an hour ; wind in bowels be-
ginning to cause trouble ; slight nausea and belch-
ing of wind. 4 a. .- The medicine causes nausea
and is omitted; removed 3iij healthy urine. Ias
slept more than half the time since i o'clock. At
5 a. m. vomited 'and at 6 a. m. nausea continues;
skin acting freely. 7 a. m.-Took some milk and
water ; removed 3iij urine. i i a. m.-Vomited
bilious fluid with ingesta. Gave tr. capsici. 5p. 0'
-Has slept well during the greater part of the
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afternoon; skin acts well ; feels easy. As pulse
was a little hard, and fearing peritonitis, gave the
Verat. virideonce more, but was obliged to discon-
tiue it as it caused nausea and emesis. About
3tv of urine was removed at 3 p. m., and 3v at 7
P. In. 9 p. m.-Passed flatus per anum ; attempts
at emesis occurred at the same time, also at 10
P. n., when more gas escaped ; after which she had
What she called a " refreshing sleep,', for about
twenty minutes. i i p. m.-Skin cool and moist ;
tongue slightly furred. Drew off 3iij urine, after
Wiich she slept well for one hour-

14th, (3rd day).-From I to 3 had a quiet,
cOMfortable time ; skin moist and cool ; drew off
ýi. of clear, normal-looking urine, with a slight
a nmuoniacal odor. 7 a. m.-Has been troubled a
9oOd deal with abdominal distension from difficulty
iPassing wind, which has not escaped for some
ours. Is troubled with nausea, and vomited once.

Gave aconite (Flemmings') y41 drop, which gave
sOrne relief, but induced great diaphoresis. At
.3o, flatus escaped easily and freely. 9 a. m.-

Nausea and a short spasm of pain in bowels, with
a Chili, and followed by emesis and perspiration.

a. m.-Skin cool ; flatus escaped freely several
tines, followed by a natural stool. Dressed the

ound which is united by first intention, 11.3o.
assed urine naturally, without trouble ; there is

still Slight nausea. Vomited again at noon, after
which felt easy. Tongue a little coated. i p. m
'Took beef tea with relish, for the first time ; be

fore this had taken ice and water only. At 4O'Clock and again at 7 o'clock, passed urine natu
rlY, and slept a good part of the afternoon quiet
ly and well. At io p. m., her temperature was nor
41al and pulse ioo ; skin cool and moist ; passed
Urine and flatus easily. From this time till 3 p. m.15th June, (4th day), she slept well the greate
Part. of the time, the pulse gradually going dowrtili It touched 86, and the temperature remainin
ruiial. Changed her bed at i p. m., when sh

Pased urine as usual. After this complained o
Phlegm in the throat and a tendency to cough
Which greatly distresses on account of the pin
Nsed through the pedicle hurting the abdomen8 P. n., skin moist but rather hot, thinks the heaOfthe day makes her feel so warm. Is very frefrrn Pain ; takes beef tea wells fiatus passes freely

6th June, (5th day). i a. m.-Has not slep
last twelve hours, and says she is tired.

-Can't sleep for bad dreams ; skin hot an
dry; Pulse rather wiry ; gave one drop aconite ever
to r. 4.30.-Pulse softer ; skin cool and moist
stguie mfoist but furred ; no pain ; is tired dream

et"' trouble. 8 a. m.-Cough begins to give muc
ess, for which gave ext. nucis vomici (fd.) i
drop doses every hour or two. 12 m.-Coug

slept well ; skin cool and moist. 4 p.m.
Cough troubled a good deal at one o'clock, bu

Sne then easy and well; took half a cup of chicke

broth and a!crumb of bread ; skin moist ; tongue
clean. 6 p.m.-Cough troubles still ; urine allright ;
takes broth freely.

17th June, (6th day), 9 a. m.-Had a good night ;
slept nearly all the time. All going well, except a
little pain with last few drops of urine ; says she
"feels[as though she should be out of bed."

' 8th June, (7th day). 8 a. m.-All going on
well ;ehadlaigood night ;[pedicle troubles somewhat,
and on examination find it nearly separated ; there
is a little pocket of pus at site of upper needle ; ail
else looks well ; urine passes freely, but of a smoky
color. Ordered night and morning the effer. carb.
lithia water.

19 th June, (8th day). 8 a. m.-Slept since ten
last night splendidly, and feels all right, "sleep very
refreshing ;" passed 3x normal urine ; removed two
deep sutures.

2oth June, (9th day).- i a. m.--Passed a fair
night, but cough and bad dreams troubled her a
good deal ; urine a little smoky-colored but quite
free ; had very severe perspiratiôn between 2 and
4 a. m. ; every thing on her wet by it, but skin is
now normal. There is free suppuration and dis-
charge around pedicle, which is rapidly separating
from the healthy tissue below; removed écraseur
and left the wire around pedicle in situ. Cough
troubles. ro p.m.-While dressing pedicle it
separated, and with the two needles came away.
The whole of the neck of the uterus came away

- and left a deep cavity, partly due to this cause
and partly to elevation of abdominal walls. Wound

- looks well.
22nd June, (11th day). 10 a.m.-Feels well;

tongue clean ; urine abundant and normal; wound
discharges freely, but very deep from retraction of
vagina; had purulent discharge " per vaginam."

r 1o p.m.-Heat of the day has prostrated her a
n good deal; ail going on favorably.
g 23rd June, (i2th day). 1o a.m.-Gave castor
e oil to open bowels, as she has had no passage
f since evening of third day. 10 a.m.-Bowels
, acted well, and abdomen not distended much.
s Removed all adhesive straps, and kept dressing
. in its place by a flannel roller only ; removed
t about 3j pus,.with some shreds of cellular tissue
e from around wound ; passed a good day and feels
- well.
t 24 th June, (1 3th day). 1o a.m.-Had a good
2 night but bowels slightly loose ; some slight pain
d and tenderness over bowels, also tympanites;
y wound looks very well and filling up fast with

healthy granulations. 10 p.m.-On dressing wound
s and removing some shreds of cellular tissue, find a
h small pocket of pus to the left and above Poupart's
n ligament communicating with a cavity of the wound.
h 25th June, (14 th day). Appetite good ; looks

well ; although slept little last night ; tongue
t clean, urine normal ; wound doing welland filling
n up rapidly ; pocket of pus nearly gone.
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26th June, (15th day.) 9 a.m.-Ha
night, slept nearly all the time ; very fr
of pus from wound ; the indurated and hy
tissue around pedicle seems to be dissol
although a little still remains on the righ

27th June, (16th day). io a.m.-Pas
night on account of wind in bowels. C
trum viride again, but it caused emesis.
skin, etc., all well; wound doing well.
Gave an injection-confection of senna
move the bowels-which opened the
changed the bed linen and placed a
mattress under her, Gave 5 grs. calon
moved bowels freely at 11.30, after whic
quite easy.

29th June. 3 p.m.-Doing well.
charge of pus. Sat up in bed for a short

d a good side of the centre of the body of that organ. A
ee escape No. io sound can be passed through a fistulous
rperplastic opening into a cavity situated in the centre and
ving away, upper part of the anterior aspect of the tumour,
t side. which cavity will hold about 35 ozs. When re-
sed a poor moved this cavity was full of pus. The rest of the
ave vera- growth is of a uniform firn, fleshy character. The
Tongue, accompanyng illustration gives a correct view oi

Io p.m.- its contour and peculiarities of formation :
failing to The operation, the details of which I have the

n twice pleasure of laying before you this evening, islone
new hai that has not as yet secured for itself a place among
el which the recognized and legitimate operations of the

h she felt surgeon.
That this should have been the case is not to be

wondered at, when one considers its formidable.
Free dis- character, and the grave risks to the life of the
time. patient; but that i t can continue to be thus placed

1. Uterus. 2. Ovaries.

3. Round Ligament.

4. Piece of paper which was put
into the cervical canal for the pur-
pose of indicating its position, a5
also the divided *,portion of the
cervix.

2nd July-Wound discharges freely, although
nearly filled up to a level with abdomen.

Continxed doing well up to 6th July, when I
discovered a pocket of pus on right side, which,
by gentle pressure, freely escaped by the wound.

9th July.-Pocket of pus in right side gone ; but
there is one formed on left side. Bowels distended
with gas, which does not pass off as easily as usual.

i 2th July.-Pocket on left side disappeared ;
wound doing well. Got up in an easy chair while
bed was being made, and enjoyed the change.

17th July, (35th day).-Walked down town as
far as Victoria Square; is perfectly well, but feels
weak. Is gaining flesh rapidly; weighs 102 lbs.,
32 lbs less than before the operation.

From the above.date, till she left for her home
in Ontario, she gainçd half a pound per day in
weight, and is quite active on foot.

The tumor weighs 16 Ibs, including the uterus
and ovaries. It springs from the posterior and left

beyond the sphere of warrantable surgery is quite
impossible in the face of the wonderful success that
has of late attended it in the hands of such men as
Pean and Keberle. True the risk is, notwithstand-
ing the known perfection of detail in operating,
fearfully great, and we would not pen one word
that would tend to remove a particle of the heavy
weight of responsibinty from the shoulders of hiin
who undertakes it ; but, on the other hand, it is no
small gratification and pleasure to be a fellow-
worker with those who, in dealing with these un-
favourable cases, have, by skill and daring, rescued
some few of such doomed ones from an early grave.

I trust that the report of this case will not long
remain the only successful one on record in Canada,
and that where life has become a burden and in
imminent danger of an abrupt termination, others
may take heart and undertake the operation with
hopeful courage, trusting that their efforts may be
crowned with a similar success.-Can. Md. ReOW
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MEDICAL ACCOUNTS.

In any month of the year it is to be presumed
that with the medical practitioner the question of
accounts must be a seasonable one. The customs
anId traditions of the old land have made of Christ-

as time, this interesting season. The exigencies
Of the people of this country, as being in the main
anI agricultural population, have made the autumn
and early winter months the season of realization,
the country doctor sharing the fortunes of his far-
Ier client in this respect. In cities, medical ac-
counts are usually settled annnally,' though the
Practice is becoming more general, of rendering
bills every half year, or even every quarter. The
lOng credit system is felt to be an evil, and produc-
tive of nuch loss ; so that it is fit and proper that
the Professional man should follow more closely
the Practice of merchants, and require prompt 11ay-

enlts on short credits. The modern physician
WOUld no doubt, find it exceedingly difficult, if not
"APOssible, to get back to the good old times-when
the fee was regularly paid at the time of the visit ;
but if this cannot be hoped for-or if it be not de-
Stable, as some may think-we may at least, by
uInited action, effect an improvement in medical
Ananciering.

We have oftentimes been compelled to regret
that so many medical graduates set out in the
Practice of their profession with unformed business
habits, and yet, from the nature of the systern of
nedical education, which until lately left all the
traiuing of the student to be acquired within col-
lege walls, this essential requisite to success, of
COrect and well-formed business habits has been
lIeglected. Note how differently the lawyer's edu-

cation is made complete. Lately, however, we
have made an approach to giving the medical stu-
dent something of the same business training that
the lawyer's clerk receives. It is true, that a know-
ledge of pharmacy is made the primary object of
the new system of requiring a student to compound
medicines in the office of a qualified practitioner
for a period of twelve months ; but the incidental
opportunity thus afforded of acquiring a business
training-supposing the pupil to have a business
man for his preceptor-cannot fail to be of great
value.

The improvement required in medical finance,
is,.the institution of a more regular, oft-recurring
and thorough system of collecting accounts. It is
a reproach to the business habits of the profession
to have to say, that a doctor only realises two dol-
lars out of every three that he earns ; and yet this
is so generally asserted that we must accept. it as
a fact. This heavy per centage of loss will be likely
to continue so long as people are permitted to in-
cur indebtedness to medical men with the univer-
sality and recklessnes that everywhere throughout
Ontario seem to be the case. A lawyer acts with
ten times the prudence that a medical man does in
giving credit ; and the merchant would speedily be
ruined who should act with anything like the care-
lessness of the ordinary medical practitioner.

We advise the profession to insist on cash pay-
ments for all office consultations of a transient
character, and to form the habit of regularly send-
ing out the accounts at short intervals, say at the
termination of a case if it be of short duration, at
the end of every month in the case of artizans and
small dealers, and every quarter or every half year
in the case of persons in a better position to sustain
their credit. The smaller the bill the easier it will
be paid, the oftener the accounts are made out the
less room will there be for serious loss ; the sooner
the happy moment of gratitude which ensues upon
recovery is seized to collect the fees for the cure,
the more satisfactory wili the. transaction be to the
practitioner.

On all these grounds and considerations then, it
behooves the medical man to be active and
methodic, and to attend strictly to the business part
of his labours.

The London Lancet is said to net an annual in-
corne of nearly twenty-five thousand dollars.
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PUBLIC, HEALTH LEGISLATION.

The period for the assemNing of the Dominion
Legislature is approaching, and we trust Dr. Brouse
will bring forward at an early day a Public Health
Act requiring the appointment of Sanitary Officers
either by civic corporations and town councils, or
better still, by the Legislature, appointing a Health
Officer for cities and counties, who should ex oglcio
preside over Local Boards, exercising a due regard
to the special qualifications of the individuals so
named; the concurrence of the Local Boards in the
sanitary measures proposed being made obligatory.

The reports of the State Board of Health of
Massachusetts sufficiently demonstrate the advan-
tages resulting from the enforcement of the laws
relating to vaccination, and the continued preva-
lence of Small-pox in Montreal makes it abundantly
evident that enactments more coercive than are
now in existence, are an absolute necessity for the
protection of the public. City and Town Boards
of Health should have either plenary powers en-
trusted to them for the removal of persons affected
with Small-pox to a Hospital sufficiently distant
from the city or town, or otherwise, for the main-
taining of a strict cordon sanitaire around the affect-
ed locality, thus effectually isolating the infected
from the healthy. As a further precaution against
the spread of the disease, Local Boards should
carefully provide for the protection of recent vacci-
nation, as also for the destruction of the virus in
all infected clothing and premises, due regard being
also paid to the sewerage and crowding in tene-
ment houses of infected localities. Very great
powers are given by the General Statutes to secure
the public health in the State of Massachusetts,
the Local Boards being empowered to make such
ordinances as they may conceive necessary, and a
penalty not exceeding a hundred dollars is affixed
to the violation of any rule by them established.
The effectual carrying out of the regulations de-
pends then only on tlge judiciout and fearless
action of the persons appointed.

The legislation of the future should be mainly
directed to the prevention of disease, and with this
object in view competent physicians should always
have a seat at the Board, who will be the best able
to discriminate between what is and what is not
harmful to the public in the character of the soil,
of the water and of the air; also in the removal of

nuisances, e. g. slaughter houses, factories of soap
and glue, imperfectly cared for latrines, pollution
of streams, sewage, and water supply, imperfect
house accommodation of the poor, &c. Adultera-
tion and impurities of food should also be a matter
for strict legislation, the two principal factors of
cholera infantum in cities being unquestionablY
foul air from imperfectly trapped waste pipes,
sewers, &c., and adulterated milk.

Dr. Nichols, in his report on the adulteration of
milk, advocates, that when offenders are dragged
to light they should be subjected to a severer pen-
alty than fine ; he says, " Once let it be under-
stood that the perpetrator,·when detected, shall be
subj ected to some ignominious punishment propor-
tionate to the offence-shall be for instance, irm-
prisoned in the House of Correction, in that case
a different moral standard will at once be created,
and what is now considered as a trivial misde-
meanour, will henceforth take rank among the un-
permissible as well as forbidden offences." To
render the law more definite, and leave little to the
discretion of juries, it would be desirable to estab-
lish a uniform standard of comparison, that is tO
say, to determine the limits beyond which the con-
position of pure milk is known not to vary, a point
easily settled by competent chemists.

UNLICENSED PRACTITIONERS vs. LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANIES.

A correspondent asks the question-Can a gradu-
ate from the United States who has not registered
in Ontario, and who came here subsequent to the
passing of the present Medical Act, examine apli-
cants for any Insurance Company ? or, in othet
words, is examining applicants for Life Insurance
Companies practising medicine ?

There is no doubt that such examinations co0e
within the scope of the Medical Act, and all person'5
so practising are liable to the full penalty of the
law. This matter would easily correct itself if the
public were given to understand, that a legal quibbl
might be raised when the policy became a clai""
because the examiner was not a legally qualified
medical practitioner. It would be wèll also for the
medical referees, when referred to in regard to the
appointment of examiners in different parts of tle
country, to ascertain whether the candidates for
appointment as examiners are registered or 1o
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recommending them. We would advise our A NEw

eorrepondent to write to the President of the observations
COoxpany and inform him that the medical demonstrated
examTiner is not a "legally qualified medical prac- tic properties
titoer » according to the laws of the Province. of arresting t

eoflplaints are coming in from various parts of the sugar in a ve
tountry, and it is high time the Executive Commit- the ferment.
te of the Council took some action with a view to into pieces o
sUPPress irregular and unlicensed practitioners, either from taking p

owits own behalf or by the appointment of a public by washing
prosecutor. The members of the profession cannot behind. Spr

expected to pay their annual tax for the support or sloughing
of the Council whilst unlicensed and irregular accelerates tl.
rýactitioners of every shade are practising unmo- tried in the

lested ail around them. with very go
ties, this subs
to a place on
Materia Med

CLINICAL LECTURES.

The Messrs Putnam & Sons, of New York, are Brau ,

about to commence the publication of a series of

cal Lectures by representative American Mdi- plans for the

al Teachers, upon topics of practical interest. It ge b r

laiitended to select for publication in the series
0111Y lectures by recognized' Medical instructors very large ex

e ther Professors in Colleges, or Hospital Physicians, tedmpoym
the large cities of the United States. These

eltulres will be upon medical, surgical, and a few mepbaes o

ePecial topics, and will express not only the per. a d n

V0aal Views of the lecturers upon the subjects tiîî as

ted of, but also the latest pathological and a îittîe beyon

eaPeutical opinions connected with these topics, te eia
Ifill therefore be trustworthy guides to practice.

e series will be begun by the publication of one

Icture each month, but if sufficient encouragement
received, it is proposed to make the issue semi- The Bri

lionthly. The lectures will be printed in pamphlet death from
th 4; each number to contain from twenty to methylene w
h7t. octavo pages. For the firkt year no sub- Royal Lond

ptions will be received, but the lectures will be was suffering
sel p 5OParately at from 30 to 50 cents each. The mal sac 1V

will be under the editorial control of Dr. F. bichloride o
Seguin. The first number will be ready about leather inh
r.uary st, and will consist of a lecture by Prof. drachms w
1F A. Sayre, on Disease of the Hip-joint. Ths the breathi
be followed by lectures from Profs. Flint,'Sr., operation, t

4lis, Jacobi, Thomas, Thompson, Sands, Draper and respirati
Iothersp restoration
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ANTIsEPTIC.-Certain experimental
by Prof. Kolbe, of Leipzig, have
that salicylic acid possesses antisep-
of a superior order. It is capable
he process of fermentation in grape
ry short time, completely destroying

Small quantities of the acid rubbed
f fresh meat prevents decomposition
lace. It can also be easily removed
or rinsing, leaving very little trace
inkled on ulcerated cancerous surfaces
sores, it destroys offensive smell and
e healing process. It has also been
form of spray in surgical operations
d results. Possessed of such proper-
tance, Prof. Kolbe claims, is entitled
the list of really useful articles of the
ica.

OF PREMATURE LABOR.-Prof. Carl
enna, after having tried all the various
induction of premature labor recom-
ifferent authors, finds the following to
esults than any other. He has, had
perience, and therefore his opinion is
onsideration. His method consists in
ent of a pointed quill, with which the
are punctured. The point of the quill
the palmar surface of the index finger,
sed up through the cervix ; or better
sound is placed inside the quill, and
d its point, so as to introduce it through
fter which the sound is withdrawn, and
le to puncture the membranes.

sh Medical Yournal reports a case of
the administration of bichloride of

hich occurred a short time since at the
on Ophthalmic Hospital. The patient
from caries of bone near the lachry-
r. Buller administered the anesthetic,

f methylene, by means of a perforated
aler covered with flannel. Three
ere inhaled, and in two minutes
ng became stertorous. After the
he pulse at the wrist suddenly failed,
on ceased. All the ordinary means for
were employed, but without avail.
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Professor Billroth, of Vienna, (Boston Med. &
Surg. _7ournal) has recently, for the second time,
performed the operation of extirpation of the en-
tire larynx. The patient, a man aged fifty years,
had for some time suffered from hoarsenes and in-
creasing dyspnoa. Dr. Schrotter, by laryngoscopic
examination, detected on the left vocal cord a
nodulated growth, apparently adherent to the
mucous membrane, and which he diagnosticated to
be an epithelioma. By the rapid progress of the
disease the larynx became affected and the dysp-
noa constantly increased, so that Dr. Billroth pro-
posed to operate, giving at the same time a favor-
able prognosis with regard to the return of the
disease, on the ground that no infiltration of the
adjacent lymphatic glands could be detected.
After the operation, a microscopic examination of
the specimen completely confirmed the diagnosis
of Dr. Schrotter. The patient died in five days
apparently from hypostatic pneumonia.

IMPRovËD TEST FOR SUGAR.-Dr. Haines, in
the Med. Examiner, Chicago, gives an improved
test for sugar. It is based on Fehling's test. Feh-
ling's test consists of a solution of sulphate of cop-
per, the neutral tartrate of potassium and caustic
soda. This, when added to urine containing sugar,
and heat applied, gives a yellowish-red precipitate.
These substances cannot always be obtained in a
state of purity, and the solution is liable also to
become spoiled when allowed to stand for some
length of time. He therefore proposes the follow-
ing :-Sulphate of copper, 30 grs. ; hydrate of
potassium, one and a-half drachms; pure glyce-rine, two fluid drachms ; pure water, six fluid ozs.-
dissolve. This solution will, he says, keep for any
length of time, without spoiling.

FIBROUs vs. BoNY ANCHLoSIS.-Dr. Sayre, (Med.
Record No. 3), in speaking of the importance of
diagnosing between fibrous and bony anchlosis,
says if movements are made at the joint and any
motion whatever is secured during the manipulation
necessary to a thorough examination of the case, it
will be followed by more or less pain within twenty-
four hours if the anchylosis is fibrous in its char-
acter. When bony anchylosis is present n0 move-
ment at the joint caln be effected, and consequently
pain will not be produced. This he considers a
most reliable diagnostic point.

PEPSIN IN CROUP.-Dr. J. E. Brown, of CIO'
verport, Kentucky, details in the American Pract-
tioner for December, two cases of croup, in which
he employed pepsin in powders, with a view tO
exert its solvent action on the false membrae
obstructing the air passages. Other agents, as the
atomization of the nitrate of silver, were employedi
but Dr. Brown attributes the cure in both cases to
the action of the pepsin. Giving this to a child
of three and a-half years old, in four grain doses
every two hours, along with quinine, he states the
in the course of ten hours, at almost every act Of
coughing, large flakes of lymph were expectorated'
In the second case, that of a girl four years oldf
the symptoms grew better from the beginning O
the treatment by pepsin and quinine, and s00
disappeared altogether. The membrane, which
was not well organized, came away in forty-tWO
hours after beginning the pepsin.

USES OF CARBOLIc AcID.-Among the recent
applications of carbolic acid in therapeutics, Mnl
be mentioned its subcutaneous injection for tCe
cure of intermittent fever, and of its injection fo
the cure of adenitis, erysipelas, arthritis and othef
local inflammations It is asserted in a Gerras'

journal that it immediately relieves the pain and
quells the local fevers of these affections. D'
Aufrecht, in the Centrablatt, speaks highly of the
injection of carbolic acid in erysipelas. He salo'
"Not only were the erysipelatous swelling an
redness rapidly dissipated, but the temperatutr,
pulse and general health were remarkably improved·
Carbolic acid, in aqueous solution, has also beeo
given internally in the treatment of diabetes.
is relied upon to check the formation of fermentiîM
principles, and in certain cases it has been of se"
vice in diminishing the amount of sugar in the
urine. In other cases, however, it has prOve"
ineffective.

ERRATA. - The following errata occur in the
article in last month's issue on Injection of the
Prostate, by Dr. Burt, page 131, 2nd col., 18th
line, for " tonic " read "toxic;" page 134,
col., 25th line, for " prevalent " read "purule t ,

27th line, for " thing " read " theory;" 2nd COL'

3 2nd line, for "ligation " read " injection;" P0
135, Ist col., 34 th line, for " their " read "this
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ACTION OF EUCALYPTOL.-This drug has been
ettOlled as a febrifuge, but, according to the Edin-

Medical 7ournal, Dr. E. Burdell does not
thinrk very highly of it. He considers that, as a
febrifuge it is slow and inconstant in its action,
and in the treatment of ague he finds it in every
resPect inferior to quinine.

APPINTMENTS.-Alexander McLellan, M. D.,
Alnberley, Associate Coroner for the County of
bruce. Arthur Jukes Johnson, M.B., M.R.C.S.,

-M.S., Yorkville, Associate Coroner for the

Colltnty of York. Jackson Graham Davidson, M.
'' Eowmanville, Associate Coroner for the United
Colties of Northumberland and Durham.

DEATHS.

0 n the 2 5 th Nov., of malignant sore throat,

ah Ester, youngest daughter of Dr. Boddington,
Parta, aged i year 3 months and 1o days. Also

01 the 26th Nov., of convulsions following scarlet
éver, Amy Winnifred, eldest daughter of same,
aged 3 years.

O1 the 11th ult., Mary Willmette Ann, eldest
4ghter of Dr. Field, Woodstock, aged i i years.
Also Alfred Headley, third son of same, aged 3

Yea.rs.

CASE OF LUPUS NON EXEDENS.

UNDER THE CARE OF DR. GRAHAM.

• Mc., æt. 28, single, a sailor by occupation'
Saditted into the General Hospital Oct. I2th,

1874· Parents alive and healthy ; says he has
ever had any disease except intermittent fever.

the ut 10 years ago he noticed a small pimple
e of a pin's head over the region of the

tcocyx, which would occasionally break out and
' heal. This continued for three or four years,

tn it began to spread, and has continued to
ever since. It now covers both sides of the

t kh and extends anteriorly around the hips
disea e groin, also along the perineum. The

eSed surface presents a dark reddish fleshy
thPearance ; is raised about j/4 of an inch above

l tevel of the surrounding parts, and is every-e studded with pustules. It is not very pain-

fui, feels spongy. and is attended with considerable
itching at times. With the exception of this he
seems to enjoy very good health ; appetite good
and bowe Is regular.

Treatment-IR. Pot. lodidi grs. xxx., Syr. Ferri
Iodidi, 3s>., Tr. Gent. co. 3ij., Aq. 3viij-a table-
spoonful three times a day. The local treatment
consists in the application of Tr. lodine, which,
however, was found to produce too much irritation;
zinc ointment and cod-liver oil. A lotion of lead
and opium has also been used for some time. The
case seems to be improving slowly under the above
treatment.

CASE OF FÂvUs.-P. J., æt. 22, was admitted
into the Hospital Dec. i8th, 1874. Last Spring
he had an attack of Typhoid Fever, and was
attended in the Montreal General Hospital. About
two months ago small yellowish crusts began to
form on the crown of the head, and gradually
spread over the entire scalp. The disease com-
menced in the hair follicles, and growing up spread
around and formed small yellowish crusts. The
hair became matted, and the scalp emitted the
peculiar odor characteristic of this affection-a
smell of mice.

Treatment.-The scalp was first soaked in olive
oil, and then washed in castile soap and water.
The hairs were then pulled out, and red precipitate
ointment well rubbed in. Latterly the oleate of
mercury has been used as an ointment. The case
is improving.

PECULIAR CASE OF NFRVOUS DISEASE, UNDER THE

CARE OF DR. RICHARDSON.

H. H., æt. 24, a farmer, was admitted into the
Hospital Dec. 2 9 th, 1874. He had always been
very healthy, until about two years ago he got wet,
from which he took a severe cold ; this was followed
by loss of voice, due to paralysis of the nerves of
phonation, and he has never been able to speak
much since. About nine weeks ago he was seized
with spasmodic contraction of the flexor of the left
arm. This was preceded by pains at the elbow, and
subsequently at the back of the wrist, ulnar side.
His legs are also affected with slight spasmodic
contractions, and as a consequence he walks with
a peculiar springing gait. The family history could
not be obtained.

Treatment.-Stimulating liniments applied to
the limbs along the course of the nerves, and over
painful parts, together with a liberai supply of good
nourishing and easily digested food.

1S7THE qjANADA LANCET.
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FRACTURE OF THE PATELLA.-W. C., æt. 28, gold mines, Cariboo, previous to this; he was
laborer on board a dredging machine on the Wel- admitted into the Hospital, Toronto, on the 24 th
land Canal, was admitted Nov. 3rd, 1875. Some of June, 1874. He was first seized with paralysiS
time in July last he was thrown from a buggy, about 17 months ago. It came on suddenly il'
alighting on his head and knee. When lifted up both arms and legs. At the time of his admissiotn
the patella was found to be broken across in the he could scarcely walk. He had very little poWrc
transverse direction. He was treated for about six of the hands or fingers, especially of the left side,
weeks by some medical man in Welland, and then and the muscles were very weak and flabby in both
returned to his work. A short time afterward he
slipped on the frost on the deck of the dredge, and
fell breaking it a second time. This fracture is
also in the transverse direction, the upper fragment
being drawn up to a considerable extent.

Treatment.-He is placed on a firm mattress,
with the fractured limb raised on an inclined plane
at an angle of about 4o degrees. Strong and broad
strips of adhesive plaster are applied to the integu.
ment above and upon the upper fragment, which is
drawn downwards in apposition, and a figure-of-
eight bandage applied to retain it in situ, and also
to hold the strips of adhesive plaster firmly in place.
Extension is kept up by means of a weight and
pully, connected to the strips of adhesive plaster ;
a weight of about 12 pounds being sufficient for
the purpose.

CASE OF POTTS' FRACTURE, UNDER THE CARE OF
DR. CASSIDY.

T. M., oet. 40, laborer, of good family history;
admitted Nov. 29th, 1874. The leg was fractured
by attempting to kick a dog, but missed him and
struck the stove. There was much deformity and
great swelling when admitted. The leg was first
placed on pillows, and extended until swelling was
reduced, after which it was put up in a plaster-of-
Paris bandage. The bandage is made of two plies
of old blanket in the shape of a stocking slit open
in front and stitched along the posterior part so as
to form a sort of hinge. Plaster-of-Paris, mixed
with water to the consistence of cream, is then laid
on between the folds on each side and moulded to
the form of the limb, and pared off in front so as
to meet, and then allowed to harden. The stitch-
ing along the posterior part forms a hinge-like
arrangement which pernits it to be opened up at
any time to examine the parts.

CASE OF CHRONIC LEAD PoIsoNING.-T. C.,
æt. 31, laborer, woiked at silver smelting in Wyo-
ming Territory, U. S., and Fraser's River for about
four years. He also worked for'some time in the

arms and legs. There was obstinate constipatiOO
of the bowels.

Treatment.-Occasional doses of calomel and
jalap, followed by black draught, to unload the
bowels, and Iodide of Potassium in infusion O
calumba thrice daily, constitute the princiPý
treatment.

THE MEDICAL REGISTER AND DIRECTORY OF
UNITED STATES, by S. W. Butler, M.D. Phila-
delphia : Price $6.00 American currency.
The above work is a very handsome volume, and

comprises about 800 pages of closely printed matter
It is systematically arranged by States in alph'
betical order, and contains the names and post
office addresses of more than fifty thousand ph1
sicians, with lists of medical societies, collegle
hospitals an other medical institutions, and abstracU
of the medical laws of each State, notices of miner9l
springs, &c. The labor bestowed on the comPe'
ation of this book must have been very great, and
no wonder the author's health gave way under such'
load of work as this, together with his labors 
editor of the Med. 4 Sur. Reporter entailed on hio
The work contains a fund of information regarding
medical and charitable institutions of every ki0d'
not to be found elswhere. It should find a plsa
in the library of every medical man in the UntoD
States and Canada.

CROUP IN ITS RELATIONS To TRACHEOTOMy, by
Solis Cohen, Lecturer on Diseases of ,the Throst
Jefferson Medical College. Philadelphia : Lind
say & Blakiston. Toronto: Hart & RawlinSO'
Price $1.00.
The Essay which forms this book was read be

fore the Philadelphia Co. Med. Society, July
1874, and referred by that Society to tbe Medi
Society of the State of Pennsylvania. The lat
Society ordered it to be printed in their transactio
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for y ear 1874. The essay is based on a careful
stuJdy of the published records of more than 5,000
caes of Tracheotomy in Croup, performed in various
POItions of the world. In summing up the points
discussed in the Essay, he draws the following con-
clusion :_

1. That there are no insuperable contra-indica-
tiOlns to tracheotomy in croup;

2. That the administration of an anæsthetic for
fOr the purpose of controlling the child's movements

adnissible in performing the operation ; but that
should be used with great caution;
3. That a careful dissection should be made down

o the wind-pipe, and hemorrhage be arrested before
lneIising it, whenever there is at all time to do so;

4. That the incision should be made into the
tlechea as near the cricoid cartilage as possible, to
deoid excessive hemorrhage, and subsequent acci-
dellt s which might occasion emphysema;

th5. That a dilator should be used, or a piece of
the trachea be excised, whenever any difficulty is
elcountered in introducing the tube ;

6. That the tube should be dispensed with as soon
p1tossible ; or altogether if the case will admit of

7. That assiduous attention should be bestowed
D1ýoii the after-treatment, especially that of the

wond; and that a skilled attendant should be
within a moment's call for the first twenty-four or

rtY-eight hours immediately following the opera-

GUIDE TO THE PRACTICAL EXAMINATION OF URINE,
OR THE UsE OF PHYSICIANs AND STUDENTS, by

JamIes Tyson, M.D., with illustrations : Phila-
delphia, Lindsay & Blakison : Toronto, Hart &
plawlinson. Price $1.50.

A RACTICAL TREATISE ON THE MEDICAL & SURGI-
CAL UsES OF ELECTRICITY, including Lcalizcd and
General Faradization, Galvanization, Electrolysis
aIld Galvano-Coutery, by Geo. M. Beard, A.M.,

and A. D. Rockwell, A.M., M.D., New
York. New York, Wm Wood & Co.: Toronto,
WlUing & Williamsom.

his is a second edition revised, enlarged and
ostly re-written, and contains nearly two hundred

elostrations. It comprises about 800 pages of

clo'ely printed matter, and is the most complete
t3e On the subject yet published. It is divided

etO three parts, "Electrophysics," in which is dis-
Cnt8 8d the science of electricity and galvanism,- the

tr t forms of batteries, the currents, &c. ; Elec-
Oterapeutics,", or its application to diseased cou-

d4ions, and " Electro-surgery."

The ;book itself is well printed on good paper,
and with clear new type-the more prominent
points being set in italics. Those who wish to
keep themselves posted on this branch of Thera-
peutices should not fail to secure a copy.

ARCHIVEs OF ELECTROLOGY AND NEUROLOGY, a
Journal of Electro-Therapeutics and Nervous
Diseases; for Nov. 1874. Edited by George
M. Beard, A.M., M.D.

TRANSACTIONS
CIETY. 7th
ton : James

OF THE AMERICAN OToLoGICAL So-
annual meeting, July 15, '74. Bos-

Campbell.

ON REFLEX IRRITATIONS throughout the Genito-
urinary tract, resulting from contraction of the
urethra at or near the meatus urinarius, by Fes-
senden N. Otis, M.D., New York.

edial tems and etws.

Dr. Adolphus (Chicago Medical Examiner),
says : The time will arrive, and it is foreshadowed
now in the practice of not a few practitioners, when
the forceps will be used in cases where delivery
would have terminated by the natural powers,
whenever the second stage of labor ceases to be
actively progressive. By this procedure much
anxiety, pain and exhaustion is spared the mother.
It is especially indicated in primipara, where owing
to delay, so many children are still-born.

ABSENCE OF THE CORPUS CALLOSUM.-Dr
Malinverni, Professor of Pathological Anatomy in
the University of Turin, reports in the Gazetta
delle Clinichi a case where there was no corpus
callosum. The patient, who died of typhoid
fever, was well known to have had well-developed
intellectual faculties. The septum lucidum and the
convolution of the corpus callosum were absent, and
the lateral ventricles communicated freely with each
other.-Med. Record.

AccIDENTAL NEPHROTOMY.-The Wiener Med.
Woch., states that a man of twenty-five, having
been stabbed in the left renal region, a fleshy
tumour extruded through the wound by the act of
coughing. This was found to be the kidney,
which was eventually removed after a double liga-
ture had been applied to the pedicle. The man
did well.-London Lancet.

A HANDSOME MEDICAL FEE.-Dr. Waldau, of
Berlin, assistant of the late Von Graefe, received
25,000 thalers from the banker Bleichroeder, for a
cataract operation.-Medical Record.
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A NEW CATARACT-KNIFE (The Lancet, Nov. 28,
1874)-C. Bader, Ophthalmic Surgeon to Guy's
Hospital, gives the following description of a new
knife, which has of late been used to obviate the
inconvenience arising from the inward movement
of the eyeball when commencing the corneal in-
cision in the operation for cataract. It so thorough-
ly answers its purpose that it can be recommeuded
in preference to other cataract-knives. If, standing
behind the patient, we wish to operate upon the
right eye with the left hand, two different knives-
one for the right and one for the left eye-are re-
quired, unless the operator prefers using the right
hand only, when the bent knife, used with the right
hand for the left eye, may be used for the right eye
also, commencing, however, the incision at the out-
er margin of the corner. By the employment of
the bent cataract-knife, commencing the incision
at the inner margin of the cornea, great control is
obtained over the movements of the eyeball,
whether the incision be made upwards or down-
wards. The natural inclination of the eyeball to
roll inwards towards the nose when operating in the
usual manner, instead of being a source of trouble,
becomes a help by the use of the bent knife. The
blade is somewhiat wider than that of Von Graefe's
knife, the point is in a line with the back, and the
blade is bent away from the handle in such an
angle as to admit of easy access to the inner (nasal)
margin of the cornea.-Med. Times, Philadelphia.

SULPHO-CARBOLATE OF ZINC IN PRURITIS.-
Mrs J. G. Brown, M.D., of the Illinois Women's
Hospital. (Med. Examiner,) recommends as an
effectual remedy for obstinate pruritis of the vulva,
a solution of sulpho-carbolate of zinc, 30 grains to
the ounce of water. After washing with warm
water, the solution is applied and left to dry. The
application may be made twice a day, to begin
with, aftenvards once a day, or two or three times
a week.

THE UNIVERSITY OF VIENNA.-The total num-
ber of matriculated students in the University of
Vienna during the year 1873-'74 was 7,526 ; of
whom , 109 were medical students in the winter
session, and 1,036 in the summer session, The
number of new entries in the medical department
was 194. Among the largest medical classes were
those of Profs. Brucke (885); Hyrtl (68o); Bam-
berger (540) ; Billroth (509); Dumreicher (495);
Rokitansky (354).

ONYCHIA MALIGNA AND INGROWING NAIL FIN-
GERs.-Both of these troubles can be relieved by
the local application of powdered Nitrate of Lead,
to the inflamed and ulcerated part. But few appli-
cations are needed, a*bout once in three or four
days. The projecting edge or edges of nails should
first be clipped away.

WHooPING CouGH.-Dr. Wilde (Deutsches Ar-
chiv), claims that he can cure every case of whoop-
ing cough within eight days, by the following mode
of treatment :

The patient should be kept in-door to avoid ex-
posure to cold. Then, at the comr iencement of
of every paroxysm, a teaspoonful of the following
mixture :

n--Chloroformi, f zi.
Ather Sulphur, f 3ij.
01. Terebinth, f âiij.---M.

is poured on a cloth and held about two inches
from the mouth of the patient till the paroxystr'
subsides.-- Chicago Medical Examiner.

REMEDY FOR DYSMENORRHŒA.-Dr. Edis re-
commends in some cases a suppository of half a
grain of morphia with one-seventh of a grain of
atropine inserted at bed time in dysmenorrhea.
This, he says, will often allay the most severe pain,
and enable the patient to procure sleep, when
otherwise she would have passe i the night ini
agony, the stomach itself refusing to absorb anodyne
mixtures, rejecting them as soon a swallowed, and
thus cutting the patient off fro a the ordinary
means of relief. In other cases o dysmenorrhcea
he recommends an enema of water as hot as the
patient can conveniently bear, combined or not
with half a drachm of laudanum.-MedicalPress &'
Circular.

The Drs. Mayencon and Bergeret have announced
in La France Meicale, as the result of extended
observations in regard to the action of arsenic and
antimony upon the organisms of men and animals,
the following general conclusions :

1. Arsenic is absorbed and diffused in the
organism with very great promp'viess. Eliminationl
through the urine takes placc immediately ; but
more is eliminated by the ver than by the
kidneys.

2. Antimony is absorbed and diffused more
slowly. Urinary elimination rarely begins on the
first day; but more is carried >ff by the liver than
by the kidneys.

A NEW CAUSE FOR BLUE (LEAD) LINE 01
GuMs.-A writer in the Lonýdon Lancet asserts
that the constant use of powdered charcoal as a
dentifrice will produce a blue line on the guns,
closely simulating that of lead-poisoning.-Medid
Record.

The Liberal, a new Ref m paper, has bee"
started in Toronto by Messi Cameron & Co., O
London, editors and proprietors of the Londol
Advertiser. We gladly welcome this new piper to
our exchange list, and wish die proprietors success
in their new and promising nterprise.
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PURE COD-LIVER OIL,
Manufactured on the Sea-Shore, by HAZARD & CASWELL, from Fresh and Selected Livers.

OiThe universal demand for Cod-Liver void of color, odor, and flavor-h aving aPthat can be depended upon as strictly bland, fish-like, and, to most persons, notbre and scientifically prepared, having unpleasant taste. It is so sweet and pureIen long felt by the Medical Profession, that it can be retained by the stomachaetwere ilncleed to undcrtake its manu- when other kinds fail, and patients soonacture at the Fishing Stations. where the become fond of it.d8h are brought to land every few hourq, The secret of making good Cod-Liver
Perfection. ,aOil lies in the proper application of the

.i o n proper degree of heat: too much or too
sea- Oit ls manufactured by us on the little will seriously injure the quality.
feshhore with the greatest care, from Great attention to cleanliness is abso-itelih healthy Livers. of the Cod only, llutely necessary to produce sweet Cod-ýithout the aîid of any cheiîicals. by the Liver Oil. The rancid Oil found in thee'Plst process and lowest teniperature market is the make of manifacturers whotewhich the Oil cen be separated from are careless about these inatters.Ocells of the Livers. It is nearly de-

Porf. Parker, of New York, says: " I have tried almost every other manufacturer's Oil, and give yours the decided preference.'-
Prof. Hays, StAte Assayer of Massachusetts, after a full analysis of it, says : "It is the best for foreign or domestie use."

Li.After years of experimenting. the Medical Profession of Europe and America, who have studied the effects of different Cod-er Oils, have unanimously decided the light straw-colored Cod-Liver Oil to be fer superior to any of the brown Oils.
The Three Best Tonics of the Pharmacopeia: IRON-PHOSPHORUS-CALISAYA.

CA46WELýT, HAZARD & Co. aso call the attention of the Profession to their preparation of the above estimable ToniersTmbjned in their elegant and palatable Ferro-Phsosphoratel Elixir of Cali' aya Bark. a combination of the Pyrophosphateotron and Calisaya neyer before attained, in which the nauseous inkiness of the Iron and astringency of the Calisaya are over-e, Without cny imury to their active tome prieiples, and blended into a beautiful Amber-colored Cordial, delicious to the taste
rnceptable to the most delicate stomach. This preparation is made directly from the IOYAL CALISAYA BARK, notIT8 ALKA LlID8 01 TilEIR 'A LT-ein unlike other preparations called " Elixir of Calisay. and Iron," which are simply an1 of Quiume and Iron. Our Eixir can be depended upon as being a true Elixir of Calisaya Bark with Iron. Each des-8poonful contains seven and a half graina Royal Calisaya Bark, and two grains Pyrophosphate of Iron.

t Perro..piosphorated Elixir of Calfsaya Bark with Strychnia.--This preparation contains one grain of Strychnia addedh pint of our Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark, greetly intensifying its tonic effect.

tableerro-Phosphorated Elixir of Callaya with Himmnth, containing eight grains Ammonio-Citrate of Bismuth in eache-sPoonful of the Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya Bark.

CASWELL, HAZARD & 0., CHEMISTs ANE DRuGGISTs, New York.

Mineral Waters ofVals.il
a general mianner, the springs Saint.Jean, Precieuse,
-Desiree Rigolette, Magdeleine, by their alkalinity,fdify the liquids of the abdominal organs, and comi-

an1nicate to them a reparative impulse. They inerease
at facilitate the urinary secretion and cutaneous perspi-

rat 0 . They disaggregate the molecules wbich con-ettilte, by thei- union, gravel or calculus of the kidneys

t of the liver, and prevent netphritic or hepatic colics.
y Ward off gouty attacks, and lessen notably their
ence ; they prevent green sickness hv restoring regu-

Si- MoVenents to the organs ; they awaken vital motion ,
lteutralise the acidities and dispel the heaviness of the
theach, prepare it for easy digestion, and give,in short, to

,is hOle economy a comfort that one would vainly seek

DR E. P. MILLER'S

OME OF HEALTH.
This is the largest

city hydropathic es-
tablishment in the
world. It has all the
facilities for the latest
and most approved
methods of hydropa-
thic treatment, in-
cluding Full, Half,
Shallow, Shower,: o Douche, Spray,
Needle, Wave, Sitz,
and other general and
local baths; also
packs, fomentations,

Natural Bitter Water of Friedrichshall.Tsh ad Eecie
fieCirie we have the Sweedish

The chlorides of sodium and magnesium and bromide of Movements, Hand
Pla sum i hich the bitter water of Friedrichshall contains, Rub bings, Lifting
re t amongst the most efficacious in Europe, and I Cure, and other Gymnastio Apparatus.b re this spring as a real treasure, whose great value mus The table ia abundantiy suppiied with the best hygienio food.
beagoizeid by all who have experienced its salutary and The location is first-class, near Madison Square, between

JUSaUS V Fifth and Sixth Avenues. For furter explanation of ourJUSTUSsystem, see Dr. Armors articlen CNAD LNCET of Feb'y,
1874, or send for circular.VechyPyscin W a e C i p n , have patients specially needing such treat-

eGAchy Water Company, pB

ý met ca safly rcommnd tm we have intthe heeds

27 4AR ARE S., EGE T S.,LON ON.ý poFift i aSit gAveue.Fofutrexanin of ourvu eiclColg

SPortation of ail French and German Waters, Wines"'dies, etc.
Address E. P. MILLER

39 & 41 West 26th St., New York City
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BELLEVUE HOSPITAL MEDICAL COLLEGE.
CITY OF NEW YORK.

sR-MsIs oAsroA o 01' 1874-75.
H IMINARY AUTUMNAL TERM for 1874-75 will commence on Wednesday, September 16, 1874, and continueleu opening of the Regular Session. During this term, instruction, consisting of didactic lectures on special subjects and daily cres, will be given as heretofore, by the members of the Faculty. Students designing to attend the Regular Session arereeommended to attend the Preliminary Term, but attendance during the latter is not required. During the Preliminary Term cPad didacUe lectures will be ge n precisely the same number and order as in the Regular Session.THE REGULAR SESSION will commence on Wednesday, September 30th, 1874, and end about the lst of March, 1875.

uIty :
ISAAC E. TAYLOR, M.D.

Emeritus Prof. of Obstetrices and Diseases of Women and Children, and President of the College.
JAMES R. WOOD, M.D., LL.D., FORDYCE BARKER, M.D.,Emeritus Prof. of Surgery. Prof. of Clinical Midwifery and Diseases of Women

AUSTIN FLINT, M.D., WILLIAM T. LUSK, M.D.,Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine. Prof. of Obstetrics, Diseases of Women, Diseases of Infancy,
FRANK H. HAMILTON, M.D., LLD., Clinical Midwifery.

Prof. of Practice of Surgery with Operations and Clinical Surgery. EDMUND R. PEASLEE, M.D., LL.D.
LEWIS A. SAYRE, M.D., Prof. of Gynecology.

Prof. of Orthopedic Surgery and Clinical Surgery EDWARD G. JANEWAY, M.D.,Lecturer on Materia Medica and Therapeutics, and Clinical MediALEXANDER B. MOTr, M.D., AUSTIN FLINT, Je.., M.D.,Prof. of Clinical and Operative Surgery. Prof. of Physiology and Physiological Anatomy, and SecretUr
W. H. VAN BUREN, M.D. the Faculty.Prof. of Principles of Surgery with Diseses of the Genito-Urinary ALPHEUS B. CROSBY, M.D.System and Clinical Suygery. Prof.- of General, Descriptive and Surgical Anatomy.

R. OGDEN DOREMUS, M.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology.

FEES FOR THE REGULAR SESSION.Fees for Tickets to all the Lectures during the Preliminary and Regular Term, including Clinical Lectures............ ....
Demonstrator's Ticket (including matrial for dissection) .. .. ...... ..... .

For the Annual Circular and Catalogue, giving regulations for graduation and other information, address the Secretary of theProf. AUSTIN FLINT, Ja., Bellevue Hospital Medical Coilege.

Elixir Ferri et Calcis Phosphatis Co.
LACTO-PHOSPHATES.

FORMULA OF DR. DUSART, OF PARIS.

Compond Elixir of Phosphates and Calisaya,
A Chemical Food and Nutritive Tonic.

THIS elegant preparation combines with a sound Sherry
Wine and Aromatics. in the form of an agreeable cor-

dial, 2 gre. Lacto-Phosphate of Lime 1 gr. Lacto-Phosphate
of Iron, 1 gr. of Alkaloide of Calisaya Bark, Quinine, Quini-
dine, Chinchonine, andfifteen drope offree Phosphoric Acid to
each half ounce.

Id cases convalescing from adynamic fevers, in all condi-
tions of depraved nutrition from indigestion and mal-assimi-
lation of food, in nervous prostration from mental and physical
exertion, dissipation or bad habits, in chlorotic or ansemic
women, and in the strumous diathesis in adults and children,
-it is a combination of great reliability and efficacy, and it
may be taken for a protracted period without becoming
repugnant to the patient.

When Strychnine is indicated the officinal solution ,f the
Pharmacopia may be added, each fluid drachm making the
84th of a grain to a half fluid ounce of the Elixir,-a valuable
combination in dyspepsia with constipation and headaches.
this compound is prgpared with great care, and will be main-
ained of standard purity and strength. Prepared by

T. B. WHEELER, MONTaEAL, D. C.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGIST2'.

HORATIO G. KERN,
MANUFACTURER OF

SURGICAL AND DENTAt
INSTRUMENTS, &c.

ESTABLISHED 1837.

HE aubscriber would again remind the MediC1
Dental Profession that he still continues to mana

ture hie celebrated Instruments, in all the varions brBal
Assiduous attention to the details of the business,

an experience of thirty-five years has afforded, has en
him to make many improvements in his

Unrivalled Extracting Forceps,
Both as regards their quality and adaptation to the pU.
for which they are intended, a desideratum which P
appreciated by all wishing to purchase InstrumentsU
are reliable and of long and well established reputatioo'

ASPIRATORS.
(A new Instrument.)

Aspirator, No. 1, Six Tubulated Needles, assorted..'o
Aspirator, No. 2, " " " «".
Aspirator, No. 3, d d " .

All the Latest Improvements and Noveltl
All orders entrusted to his care will be promptly a

to.

;M- Catalogues furnished on application.

HORATIO G.
Oct., 1873. No. 21 North Sixth St., Philadelpb
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UNIVERSITY OF TRINITY COLLEGE.

(INCORPORATED BY ROYAL CHARTER.)

-~ wx~
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MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.-WINTER SESSION 1874-'75.

]RODDER, M.D. F.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S., Lond.; Dean of the Faculty, and Consulting
General Hospital and the Burnside Lyingin-Hospital.-159 Queen-st. West.

Prof. of Obstetrics, and Diseases of Women and Children.

18 3EAUMONT, M.D.; F.R.C.S., Eng.; Consulting
rgeon Toronto General Hospital.

Emeritus Prof. of Surgery.

BETHUNE, B.A., M.D., Edin.; M.k.C.S.,
?.•;. P.R.C.S., Edin. ; F.O.S., Lond. ; Consulting

Lan Toronto General Hospital, and Burnside
ng-in-Hospital.-24 Gerrard-st. East.

P--r .1 Q

Surgeon Toronto

J. E. KENNEDY, A.B., M.D.; F.O.S. Lond.
Prof. of Materia Medica and Therapeutics.

J. ALGERNON TEMPLE, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; F.O.S.,
Lond.; Attending Physician Burnaide Lying-in-Hos-
pital.-144 Bay-st.

Prof. of Medical Jurisprudence and Toxicology, and Assist-
and Lecturer on Obstetrics, &c.

W H ELLIS MA MB & T.RC eil.P Lo t. 4 o4
nfSreyadCu ca uirgery. . . ., . .; . . . ., n . n u

la in Chemistry, College of Technology.
B. GEIKIE, M.D., F.R.C.S., Edin.; L.R.C.P., Prof. of Chemistry-General and Practical.

•PCor.ou a Y n Toronto Gen. Ho- H. ROBERTSON, M.B.; M.R.C.S., Eng.-255 Yonge-st.

Prof. of Principles and Practice of Medicine. Prof. of Anatomy-Descriptive and Surgical.

T34 ION, M.D.; M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., Lond.- J. FRASER, M.D.; L.R.C.S.. Edin.; L.R.C.P., Lond.
Yonge-t. Physician to the Hospital for Incurables. Demonstrator of Anatomy.

S Prof of Physiology and Sanitary Science. A. J. JOHNSTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S. Eng., F.R.M.S., Lond.
ReNTON, M.D. ; M.R.C.S., Eng. Microscopy.

Prof. of Pathology and Medical Diagnosis. C. W. R. BIGGAR, M.A.-Botany.

d be ion will commence on THURSDAY, the lst or October, 1874, and continue for Six Months. The Lectures
o'%tar dîvered in the new College building, close to the Toronto General Hospital. Full information respecting

Fees, Gold and Silver Medals, Soholarships, Certificates of Honor, Graduation, &c., will be given in the
nnouncement.

I. à. HODDER, Dean. W. B. GEIKIE, Secretary.
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Galvano-Faradic Manufacturing CompXý
107 EAST 34th ST., NEW Y(IRN

By Special Appointment Eleqtrical Instrument Makers to the New York State Hospital for Nervous DiseS'o
MANUFACTIJURERs OF

PORTABLE ELECTRO-MAGNETIC MACHIN
PORTABLE GALVANIC BATTERIES, GALVANO-CAUSTIC BATTERIES PERMANENT GALVANIC BAý1

FOR HOSPITALS AND GENERAL PRACTITIONERS, ELECTRODES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS'
Y means of our patented Hydrostats, these machines can be carried around, charged and ready for use, witb0tof spilling the battery fluid. This attachment cannot fail to be appreciated by those who, hitherto, have beeto use unscientific and badly constructed instruments, from which the fluid bas to be emptied before carrin abO'd~wise ruining the machine, clothes, carpets, &c. Our Vulcanite Cells are furnished with the Electro-Magnetie Machilordered-an important consideration to physicians who have to drive over rough roads or pavements. We resrefer to the following eminent Physicians :-

New York-Prof. W. A. Ham-
mond,M.D. ; Prof. Louis A. Sayre,
M.D.; Prof. E. C. Seguin, M.D. ;
Prof. T. G. Thomas, M.D. ; Prof.
W. H. Draper, M. D.; Ailan
MoLane Hamilton, M. D.

Philadelphia-Prof. S. Weir
Mitchell, M.D.; Prof. B. Howard
Uand, M. D.

Cincinatti-Prof. Jas. T. Whit-
aker, M. D. ; Prof. Robert Barth-
olow; F. A. Anderson, M.D.

University of Virginia-Prof.
J. L. Càbell.

Augusta, Ga.- Prof. G. W.
Ra Ds.

Chicago--F. IL. Davis, M.D.

Cleveland, 0.-Alleyn E. May.
nard, M.D.; H. K. Cushing, M.D.

BPuffalo, N. Y.-Prof. J. F
Miner, M.D.

Boston-Af. C. Garratt, M.D.
Nashville, Ten.-Prof. Paul F.

Eve.
Syracuse, N. Y.-H. D. Di.

mana; A. D. Felton, M.D.

Jacksonvillc, Ill-'
Prince, M.D.

Jacksonville, Fa
Mitchell, M.D. MSochester, N.Y.- 5

-
M. D. , K s t.Canada-Prof .
M.D., Kingston, Ont

FOR SALE BY LYMAN BROS., TORONTO. SEND FOR CIRCULAR AND PRICE-014

JOSEPH DAVIDS & CO.

CHEMISTS & DRUGGISTS,
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

DRUGS, CHEM1CALS, TRUSSES,

SURGICAL APPLIANCES, &c., &c.

PROPRIETOR OF DAvIDs' MOTH-PROOF LINEN

BAGS.

QUEEN S OWN BOUQUET.

171 KING-STREETEAST, TORONTO, ONT.

$5To PER DAY.-Agents Wantedl All cly ing people, f - ther e x. young or old.
mO ey at work for us in th ir ?pare moiments, or ail t
at anythirg elee. Particulars free Post card to statO0two cents. Address G. S INSON & Co , Pertland. MaI"'

To the Registered Members of the CO
of Physicians and Surgeons of Ogt

T HE Registrar hereby gives notice, that the 'T REGISTER for the year 1874 will, in a sho t
ready for distribution, and will be sent free Of Co
the Registered Members who have already paid the
fee of $i for the year 1874. It will also be sent free 0
to those members who have not already paid, as s
Registrar receives the annual fee. The Registrar t(V
above notice will be sufficient to insure the imm V
ment of the fees, and distribution of the REGISTy
Registered members of the profession.

DR. PVe

Registrar,
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NOTICE.

Are sold by Chemists and Druggists throughout the World.

1N4E, the popular and professional medicine for indigestion is MORSON'S PEPSINE, the active

eof the gastric juice. Sold in Powder, Lozenges, Globules; and as Wine in 1, J, and 1-pint Botties.

b4é4ç )DYNE is of such celebrity that it can scarcely be considered a speciality, its composition

8g known to practitioners. Many of the Chlorodynes being unequal in strength, MORSON & SON have
Pred this. Sold in J, li, and 3-oz. botties.

ORÉATIZED COD-LIVER OIL (perfectly miscible in water or miik), in 4-os.
pint bottles. S Highly recommenied by the Medical profession in Pulnonary conplaints.

Carefully packed and shipped. Orders made payable in England.

THOMAS MORSON & SON,
MEDALISTS AND JURORS AT ALL TBE GREAT EXHIBITIONS,

81, 33, & 124. Southampton Row, Russell Square,
LOND ON.

WORKS-HORNSEY AND HOMERTON.

Co ICHEMICALS AND NEW MEDICINES
lut Selected, and Shipping orders executed with care and despatch.

SAVORY & MOORE'S
GENUINE

aereatic Emulsion & Pancreatine

0 eV seases where Wasting, Lors of the Power of Digestion and Assimilation are prominent symptoms, the

'1w ob eE'Ix Iion and Pancreatine are the rnost potent Remedial Agents.
% d Ouivn anl fails to ci case weiglit, or cannot be tolerated by the Stornach, the Pancreatic Prepara-

e ily remedies which can supply its place, and give the power of digesting the Oil.

?UPTODYN, DIGESTS ALL KINDS OF FOOD,
ACEOUS, FIBRINOUS, and OLEAGINOUS, being a combination of the several active principles

digestive secretions, Peptic, Pancreatie, &c.
t grains of Peptodyn (Powder) digest

100 grains of Coagulated Albumen,
100 grains of Fat,
100.grains of Starch.

B R I T IS H

PEPSINA PORCI, British Pharmacopæia Strength.
t a digest 100 grains of Coagulated Albumen, as required by the Pharmacopela.

Ublk or one ounce bottles in any quantities required for dispensing, wholesale, or export orders.

SAVORY & MOORE.
143, NEW BOND-STREET, LONDON.
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OR. J. COLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE
IS THE ORIGINAL AND ONLY GENUINE.

ADVICE TO INVALIDS.
If you wish to obtain quiet refreshing sleep, free from headache, relief from pain and anglUto calm and assuage the weary aehings of protracted disease, invigorate the nervous media, i

regulate the circulating systems of the body, you will provide yourself with a supply of 
marvellous remedy discovered by DR. J. COLLIs BRowNE (late Medical Staff), to which ho gethe name of

CHLORODYNE,
and which is admitted by the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable remedydiscovered.

d CHLo RODYNE is admitted hy the Profession to be the most wonderful and valuable renedItever discovered.
CHLORODYNE is the best remedy for Coughs, Consumption, Bronchitis, Asthma.
CHLORODYNE effectually checks and arrests those too often fatal diseases-Diphtheria, FeCroup, Ague.
CHLORODYNE acts like a charm in Diarrhoa, and is the only specifie in Cholera and Dysentefl'
CHLORODYNE effectually cuts short all attacks of Epilepsy, Hysteria, Palpitation, and Spass.CHLORODYNE is the only palliative in Neuralgia, Rheunatism, Gout, Cancer, Toothad'Meningitis, &c.

Extract from indian Economist.
"We direct the attention of medical men to a fact observed some years since by ourselves, and corroborated b!subsequent experience, that Dr. J. Collis Browne's Chlorodyne is in many cases of Low Fever immensely superio éQuinine in curative power. We cannot persuade ourselves that the true value of Dr. J. Collis Browne'a Chlorodyne 10.10properly appraised in India. . . . It may be given with absolute safety even to a child three days old. Were medmen but to make a fair and exhaustive trial of it we are persuaded that it would work a revolution in the treatment of 00thirds of the diseases to which children are subject. Its curative power is simply amazing."IEarl Russell communicated to the College of Physicians that he had received a despatch from Her Majes ty's olat Manila, ta the effect that Cholera had been raging fearfully, and that the ONLY remedy of any service was CHLO11DYNE."-See Lancet, Dec. 1, 1864.

From W. VESALIUS PETTIGREW, M.D., Ron. F.R.C.S., England.
Formerly Lecturer of Anatorny and Physiology ut St. George's School of Medicine.I have no hesitation in stating, after a fair trial of Chlorodyne, that I have never met with any medicine so 0cious as an Anti-Spasmodie and Sedative. I have tried it in Consumption, Asthma, Diarrhœa, and other diseases, a0d0most perfectly satisfied with the results."

Prom Dr. THOMAS SANDIFORD, Passage West, Crk.
I will thank you to send me a further supply of Chlorodyne. It was the most efficacious remedy I ever used aing relief in violent attacks of Spasme within a minute after being taken. One patient in particular, who bas sufferedyears with periodical attacks of Spasme of a most painful nature, and unable to obt ain relief from other remedies, such

opium, &c., finds nothing sO prompt and efficacions as Chlorodyne."
From Dr. B. J. BOULTON & Co., ilorncastle.

"We have made pretty extensive use of Cblerodyne in our practice i tely, and look upon it as an excellent dirSe,ltive and Anti-Spabsmodic. It seeins to allay parin and irritation in whatever organ, and from whatever cause• .
induces a feeling of comfort and quietude not obtainable by any other remedy, and seeins tu possess this great adyai'$over aIl other sedatives, that it leaves no unpleasant after effects."

From J. C. BAKER, Esq., M.)., Bideford.
"It is without doubt, the most valuable and certain Anodyne we have.-

CAUTION.-BEWARE OF PIRACY AND IMITATIONS.
CAUTION.-The extraordinary medical reports on the efficacy of Chlorodyne rexnder it of vital imttn h h

public should obtain the genuine, which bears the words " Dr. J. Collis Brow,,es Chitodyne. nportance the t

Vice-Chancellor WOOD stated that Dr. J. COLLIS BaowNE was undoubtedly the Inîventor of CHLORODYNE :tht h
whole story of the Defendant, FREEMAN, was deliberately untrue. tioo

Lord Chancellor Selborne and Lord Justice James stated that the defendant had made a deliberate misrepresOnof the decision of Vice-Chancellor Wood.
Chemista throughout the lani confirm this decision that Dr. J. C. BROWNE was the Inventor of CHLORODYN'
Sold in Bottles at 1o ld., 2s 9d., 4s 6d., each. None genuine without the wo ds " erCOLLIS BROWNE'S CHLORODYNE " on the Governmuent Stanp. Overwhelming Medice

Testimony accompanies each bottle.
BOLI MANUFACTUE-J T.DAVENPORT, 33, GREAT RUSSELL STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDo$
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WROLESALE AND RETAIL DRUGGIST -CoR. QUEEN AND YONGE-STS.. TORONTO.

e fo gpi o the leading requirements of the profession will serve as a guide to intending purchasers, subject to

rket fiuctuationstait beiî esteemed of the first importance. Tinctures, Syrups and Liquors arc k ept in 8 oz bottles, and the price

dincludes the bottle. Er Terms Cash less 5 per cent. discount. Corrected to January 1st, 187'.

- -c.-c. c.

Carbolic.............oz. O 07 Iodine, resub..............oz. 5 e. lb. 2 00

Sulph. Ar.. ....... 8 oz. bot. 0 18 Jdlapin... .... .. .......... 75 Santonine.. ............... b 0 7

r4 ydrocyan............1 " 23 Lin. Saponis............ . bot. 0 24 Sodae Bicarb.......... lb 0 20

O- Carb...... ....... lb. 0 25 Liq. Ammon.. .. 0............." 0 17 Potass. Tart O0 38
1

er,.Nit.. .. .. .. .. .. .8 oz. bot. 0 22 Arsenic.............- " 0 20 Spir. Camphor....... oz. bot 0 24
c Sulph............. " 0 33 I Bismuth..............." 045 Ammon.............. " 0 24

. " Co............ " 0 28 c Donovan . -0-28 Syr. Aurant.............. " 0 20

; Pot. Tart........... oz. 0 08 " OpiiSed............... " 160 " odeia.............--." 0 90

t it. fus.. .. ... .. ... " 10 Potasso.. ............. 0 2 erych.............. " 0 65

oGpaib.... ...... 8 oz. bot. 0 63 Mist. Ferri Co.. .. ..... oz. bot. 20 " Htyp ophos.. C " O 65

uth, Car............ .. oz. 0 35 Morph. Sul. ............. OZ. 6 50 " HPoph.o............." 04
Xalas . . 0 50 c Mur.......... .... " 650 Phosph.Co..... ....... " 40
Rhl lylYdrate. " 015 01. Crotonis.... ...... - .b 0 30 " Seneg .............. . 0 30

... . " 015 Jecoris Asselli........ lb. 025 Scill o 0.............. " 020

0 r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb. 1 40 d Olive Opt.......... 30 Tinct. Aconit............ " O 24
oz. 060 Opium............--·· · Arnica............... " 020

,00lv.... .............. 013 Powd.. .. .......-.--.-. . 00 ". Ca-mh. ......... - " 0 20
tt.... .......... lb. 1 25 Pil. Aloes ........... • gross 0 30 " Camph. Co.......... " 0 20

on.............. oz. 0 20 etFerri.038 " Catechu .......... " 020
ynth"C0......... " 0 12 " " Myr.............. " 0 38 " atechu ........... " 0 20

S a ............... " 0 05 Assafœtid...... ........ i" e0 Colch. Sem........... 0 20
e osciam, Ang........ " 0 20 d Cath. Co., U. S........ 045 " Dilch................ <" 020
ce aza Co., Ang........ " 0 30 d Hydrarg, Mas ....... lb 1 75 " Digital............-. " 0 20

00m............ 007 " Rhei. o.............. " 0 35 " Ferri Perchlor........ 0

acum" 0 0 " Podophyllin, o .. 0 40 " GentianCo............ " 020

* u . 0 30 Plumbi Acet.. ........ lb. 0 25 " Hyosciam ............. " 0 20

p. 1 0 0 Pouss. Acet.. .. .......... . 60 " odine ................ " 0 75

........ " 0 Bicarb.. .. .. 0.... 35 "l Nucis Vom. .. 0 24

Qly ' "aca, puiv.......... " 0 60 " Bromid.............. 1 25 " Opii ................. " 0 63

S ea,pu.......... lb. 0 60 oid.. ... " 7 00 " Rhei Go.............. .4 0 30

e6rrrnpr....... b 0 40 " odid.....--.--- " 0 75 "Valer.. .... .... .. ..... " 0 20
cc c t .. . . . OZ. 0 12 Pulv. Creta Co .. Verat Vir........... . OZ. 0 25

3un i g 4 e 100 ce"rt i z 0705
et Qun. it0 65 " " GOpio .. - " 3 00 Un. Hyd." 0 70

ctro,phos........... " 15 " Ipecac................ 2 40 Zinci.. 0 40

edac... 0 15 " Jalapa............... " 1 50 Vin. Ipecac. ........... 8 oz. bot. 030

Chlor. 0 15 "i ........- oz. 2 75 " Antim................. " 0 24
G Greta...... " 0 12 Quin S ........-. .

s1x1ply 1 assOrtment of Trusses, Shoulder Braes, Supporters, &c., &c., at the lowest rates. Arrangements have enmd o a constant

eliable Vaccine-Scabs, $2 ; Half -Scabs, $1. Esmarcb'a Tourniquet, 34.50. Enemas from 75c.

NUAL OF PHYSIOLOGY, ASSISTANTS WANTED,

FOR THE SITUATIONS WANTED,

Use of Students. PRACTICES FOR SALE,
BY One Dollar each insertion.

flLTON, M.D., M.R.C.S., Eng.; L.R.C.P., London ;

Or Of Physiology and Sanitary Science, Trinity
College Medical School, Toronto.

! an Octavo volume of 340 pages, and contains an
S litorne Of all the subjects in this branch, usually

Ilh 
Ar 

ed 
MONTELY JOURNAL OF

a m ical schools.
kes ben in use for the past five years in the Canadian MEDICAL AND SURGICAL SCIENCE,

t aSchools and in some of the Medical Schools in the
States, and has been found to fulfil all the require-

8ssi of the medical stu'dent, in his preparation for the pro-

eorl examination before both College and Board, and Issued prompUy on the lst of ech month.
r ought after by those who know its value as a text

onthe subject upon which it treats. Subsoription $3 per annum in advanoe.
lor saleby

WILLING & WILTIIAMSON, Toronto. Single cpies 30 cents, for Sale by
JAMES VANNEVAR, Toronto. .

A. S. IRVING, Toronto.

HENDERSON & C0., Kingston.
IENDESON & 0., intn . All Communications contaiflifg Remittancos, Drafts or

DAWSON BROS., Montreal. or addrossod to J. FULTON, M.D.,

4 «&14 -- - - $.70. Manager, Toronto.
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